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Summary 

Harmonization and standardization work within the NERA Project concentrated on the subject 
of risk which comprises the main result of the NERA development. Individual results of the 
work packages are elements in the risk formulation proposed. In an effort it has been 
demonstrated how risk is formulated currently in international standardization on ISO level. 
Furthermore studies from individual sectors in this case the nuclear power sector and offshore 
wind industry have been collected and exploited.  

A glossary has been compiled which represents the various terms and definitions from a large 
amount of sources. It is offered as a Wiki on the NERA portal allowing harmonization of 
semantics in future.  

It is needless to say that standardization is a permanently ongoing process and the partners of 
the NERA consortium involved in this topic will continue to pursue these objectives after the 
end of the Project.  

 

 

 

Organisation of this document 

The document is organized as follows:  

 Chapter 1 makes an introduction and explains the context 

 Chapter 2 discusses the standards and regulations of aged infrastructures networks and 
industrial plants,  

 Chapter 3 introduces the French regulations regarding ageing management,  

 Chapter 4 is about standards and regulations in risk management while  

 Chapter 5 gives three examples of seismic risk glossary. Finally,  

 Appendix A discusses the typical examples of harmonization in the offshore field.  
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1. Introduction 

A major achievement of the NERA project has been a generic formulation of seismic risk. 
The most representative standard for earthquake engineering is Eurocode EN1998:2002, 
often called EC-8 by engineers. The subject of risk is covered in other NERA documents. 
Harmonization and standardization in NA10 concentrated on the following issues: 

 A summary of current risk standards, their application and perspectives 

 A compilation of the perspective on this subject with focus on the nuclear industry 

 The harmonization of the terms, glossary, semantics and abbreviations 

 The current application strategy in the offshore wind industry 

Information has been received from the IRIS project (FP7-INFRASTRUCTURES-2010-262330), 
iNTeg-Risk (FP7-NMP-CP-IP 213345-2) and the currently ongoing SafeLife-X project (FP7-NMP-
2013- 608813 (2013-2015)) where in a dedicated CSA the subject of ageing, degradation and 
related risks is the overall objective.  

The harmonization of standards and to profit from the development in other sectors is one of 
the primary objectives of the European Union. This will help exploiting synergies and will avoid 
expensive fragmented solutions.  

Outlook 
It is a fact that standardization is a long-term process and requires agreement of a large group 
of users, developers, scientists and practitioners. Only a well-supported long lasting effort will 
successfully develop good applicable standards.  

The NERA consortium is aware of this fact. Nevertheless it brings already long lasting work in 
this direction into the project and it is to be anticipated that further work will be supported by 
future projects funded by the European Commission.  

Eurocode 8 (EN1998:2002) is currently under revision and will be reissued in 2015. Some of 
the NERA results will be introduced. Nevertheless as this is a minor revision the major 
introduction of NERA results will happen in the next round of updates expected for 2020. The 
knowledge gained during the NERA project suggests that in future version the role of 
monitoring and assessment from field data will play a major role. It is therefore desirable to 
anchor these methodologies, which are currently already very well developed, into future EC-8 
versions. 

Another fruitful development has been the NERA contribution to the new EUROCODE “Risk-
based Inspection” which is due to go into the assessment process in October 2014. This code 
already contains elements of the latest development like the mathematical formulation of 
ageing (CEN WS-63) and an approach to provide frequent industrial assessment routines in a 
risk-based frequency replacing former stringent fixed returns of compulsory inspections.  

It is to be expected that these developments will increase safety but at the same time help to 
reduce operation costs through harmonization and the use of generic applications throughout 
European Industry. 

Introduction to Risk Management in Global Standards 
Risk Management has a long history. The various sectors have developed their own 
approaches fitting to the purpose. With the introduction of integrated management systems it 
became necessary to harmonize the approaches, highlight successful development and develop 
a new family of codes. This is ongoing under ISO and has reached a mature state on many 
aspects.  
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The figure shows all the activities under the roof of an integrated management system. These 
vertical activities are covered by the horizontal risk management which spreads across all 
management system elements including emergency, crisis and continuity management.  

 
 

 
Figure 1. Integrated Management System for Industries. 

 

Historical Background 
Asset management as a named discipline has roots in several industrial sectors and countries. 
Some of them might be named as being representative: 

 The USA Civil Engineering Sector has published guidelines and a number of 
predominantly asset maintenance requirements from the 1960s 

 The UK board of trade and manufacturing sector established guidelines and standards 
for “Terotechnology” in the 1970s 

 The UK north sea oil and gas sector established norms for asset whole Life Cycle 
planning and management during the 1990s 

 Australian/New Zealand initiatives in the public sector yielded Life Cycle management 
also in the 1990s 

 The financial services sector has used the term for many decades to describe the 
juggling of different investment options, the financial return, security and risk 

 So good practices in asset management have evolved from many sources, converging 
over the last 30 years to increasing international consensus which is documented in a 
number of valid ISO standards. 
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Chronological Appearance of Standards 
The most relevant standards that have led to the current standardization situation are listed 
below: 

 The American Petroleum Institute (API) has issued in the 1990s API 580, 581, 571 
which have been pioneering the oil and gas industry.  

 After 2000 ASME and others (i.e. ASCE and ACI) came up with a few new rules in detail 
on the subject. 

 In 2008 the German VGB 506 has been issued which for the first time specified the 
principle that the resistance has to be larger than the capacity (R>S).  

 In 2009 the new ISO 31000 specifying the risk management framework has been put in 
force 

 In 2013 ISO 55000 (ex PS55) on asset management has been issued. 

 In 2014 the new ISO 9001 has been put into force which also contains respective 
elements. 

 Currently under preparation in the final stage is the proposal for a new EN (Eurocode) 
on Risk-based Inspection (RBI) which will affect many single elements of this subject. 

 

Risk-based Inspection can be seen as a link between a standardised framework (i.e. ISO 
55000 and ISO 31000) and the practical application to various industries and sectors. The 
codes are generic and require for application sector specific rules and regulation which can be 
given by risk-based inspection. 

The Standard Basket in Industries 
In a previous chapter the integrated management system has been described. How these 
necessary activities are embedded in the current code environment is shown in the following 
figure.  

 

 
Figure 2. Overview of management activities and relevant standards. 
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The same principle namely vertical activities and horizontal support is chosen. With the release 
of ISO 31000 in 2009 a harmonization among the various specific standards has started. This 
is nevertheless not yet completed. One might only have a look at the various definitions that 
one can find on the term “risk” which is provided in Annex B to this document.  

A major number of relevant standards have been screened and the information extracted. This 
information is made publicly available through a Wiki in the internet.  

On ISO 31000 
ISO 31000 specifies “Risk is the effect of uncertainties on the objectives” which is the 
most accepted specification for risk and is introduced into the overhaul of many of the existing 
ISO standards like the currently issued ISO 9001. Further harmonization in this direction is to 
be expected.  

The other vertical activities are covered by various standards and regulations already well 
known to industry or specifically appearing when new situations are met.  

The horizontally integrating aspects are: 

 ISO/IEC Guide 51: 1999 on Safety Aspects which is currently under revision will better 
address the inclusion of guidelines on safety into standards 

 ISO Guide 72: 2001, provides a guideline for the justification and development of 
management system standards which is desired by industry to justify their own 
activities 

 ISO Guide 73: 2009, the risk management vocabulary provides relevant terms which 
still are not yet consistent within the entire ISO standard family. Further work is to be 
expected.  

 ISO 31000: 2009, the risk management framework established an overarching tool to 
cover all related activities in one framework. It has been very well received and is 
considered to be the basis for further development.  

 ISO 31040 provides relevant guidance on this standard 

 ISO 31010 offers specific methods for practical application. 

 

 
Figure 3. RBI in the standard environment. 
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Typical applications to selected industries have brought the following impression: 

 In petrochemical plants risk-based decision making has become routine, several 
individual standards exist, standardized software is used, reference providers exist, 
nevertheless nobody asks about the principles and users are mainly interested in 
details, prices, return of investment, money in general and time delays. There is 
considerable room for improvement of the procedures. 

 In power plants this subject is often still debated, considered to be useful but there 
are many arguments in the conservative sector. There is no common agreement and 
considerable national interest driven by energy being politically handled on national 
level. This makes harmonization extremely difficult. 

 In the civil sector there has been considerable progress on national level in countries 
of Central Europe. For example the time between periodic inspections can be held 
flexible on bridges where monitoring systems provide additional information for 
assessment (i.e. RVS 13.11.03 in Austria or DIN 1076 in Germany). Nevertheless the 
civil sector, being extremely conservative, does not apply the new rules and 
management principles in most of its branches.  

 Offshore assets are currently inspected mainly following ISO 19902 which provides a 
rigid framework for inspection intervals. This has shown to be extremely expensive and 
the majority of inspections are considered to be unnecessary. There is wide interest in 
application of risk-based inspection principles in this sector and it is to be expected, as 
it is a very well organized group of players, that the new principles will find application 
in a pioneering way. 

The focus previously based on philosophy, safety, health and environment has shifted to the 
current factors business, practical solutions and dealing with politics. Living in a risk adverse 
society these aspects became more and more important in integrated management systems. 
From that it follows that the current family of standards needs further “standardization”, 
harmonization and integration.  

Principles of ISO 31000 
Certain words and concepts are central to understanding of ISO 31000. Some of these words 
(such as risk) are in everyday use and can have several meanings and applications, but have a 
particular meaning in ISO 31000. An example of these core words and concepts are explained 
by the following statement: 

 Risk: organizations of all kinds face internal and external factors and influences that 
make it uncertain whether, when and the extent to which they will achieve or exceed 
their objectives. The effect this uncertainty has on the organizations objectives is risk.  

 ISO/DIS 9000: quality management systems – fundamentals and vocabulary was 
issued in July 2014 and published on the 10th of October 2014. It uses “risk and 
opportunities” throughout. This is an important improvement as risks have always been 
seen as a negative effect but can bear chances in the same way as well. Management 
can be considerably improved if this is understood.  

 The definition of risk in this code is: “Effect of uncertainty on an expected result”.  

 This implies that risk is an effect a deviation from the expected which can be positive or 
negative.  

 Uncertainty is the state, even partial, of deficiency of information related to, 
understanding or knowledge of, an event, its consequence or likelihood.  
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 Risk is often characterized by reference to potential events (ISO guide 73 clause 
3.5.1.3) and consequences (ISO guide 73, clause 3.6.1.3) or a combination of both.  

 Risk is often expressed in terms of a combination of the consequences of an event 
(including changes in circumstances) and the associated likelihood (ISO guide 73 clause 
3.6.1.1) of occurrence.  

 The term risk is sometimes used when there is only the possibility of negative 
consequences.  

The evolution of the definition of risk goes along with a change in the point of view: 

 In 1921 Frank H. Knight published in the University of Chicago Press the term 
“measurable uncertainty” (original publication “Risk, Uncertainty and Profit”) 

 ISO/IEC guide 51: 1999 in the new version in 2012 specifies “combination of the 
probability of occurrence of harm and severity of that harm”. It still uses 
probability instead of the preferred likelihood and puts more emphasis on the 
consequence side.  

 ISO/IEC guide 73: 2002 specifies “combination of the probability of an event and 
its consequences”. The same statement as above applies. 

 In the Australian/New Zealand standard AS/NZS 4360: 2004 risk is defined as: 
“chance of something happening that will have an impact on objectives”. 

 Finally ISO 31000 specifies: “risk is the effect of uncertainty on objectives” which 
covers the subject best and is the preferable definition for future development. 

Justification for Industries to apply ISO 31000 
The standard has been made and designed to help organizations manage risk. The following 
arguments are addressed: 

 The application increases the likelihood of achieving the objectives of the specific 
industry or user 

 It encourages proactive management which in the long term will be beneficial to the 
balance sheets 

 It will make aware of the need to identify and treat risk throughout the organization 
(integrated management concept) 

 It will improve the identification of opportunities and threats. It particularly addresses 
that this is not always negative. 

 It helps to comply with relevant legal and regulatory requirements and international 
norms 

 It can be used to improve financial reporting 

 It helps to improve governance 

 It helps to improve stakeholder confidence and trust in the objectives 

 It establishes a reliable basis for decision making and planning 

 It supports to improve controls  

 It helps to effectively allocate and use resource for risk treatment (mitigation) 

 It improves operational effectiveness and efficiency  

 It enhances health and safety performance, as well as environmental protection 

 It improves the loss prevention and incident management  

 It minimizes loss 
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 It improves organizational learning 

 It improves organizational resilience 

The standards ISO 31000, ISO guide 73; ISO/IEC 31010 can be applied to any public, private 
or community enterprise, association, group or individual. The documents will be useful to: 

 Those responsible for implementing a risk management within their organizations 

 Those who need to ensure that an organization manages risk 

 Those needing to evaluate and organizations practices in managing risk 

 Developers of standards, guides, procedures and codes of practice relating to the 
management of risk 

ISO 31000 and ISO guide 73 where developed by the ISO working group on risk management, 
while ISO/IEC 31010: 2009 was prepared by IEC Technical Committee 56, Dependability, 
together with the ISO working group on risk management.  
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2. Mapping of Standards and Regulations of Aged 
Infrastructure Networks and Industrial Plants. 

2.1 Context and objectives 
The importance of ageing of infrastructures, networks and industrial plants will continue to 
increase because of (a) the need to continue operation of these infrastructures, networks and 
plants beyond the design life-time, (b) the need to operate under changed conditions and (c) 
the increased role of existing plants in the optimized (“smart”) supply and utility networks of 
the future, e.g. as fall-back supply. The effective agreed strategies to address aging issues are 
yet to be developed and consistently applied.  

Among the identified work in the project, one of the first needed input is a comparison of the 
standards and regulations addressing the aging management in various industry sectors 
(construction, transport, energy, industrial plants, pipeline networks…), in order to point lacks 
and overlaps or inconsistencies and define further improvement.  

This document presents the information collected and compiled in three synthetic parts. In 
order to preserve the richness of the industrial contributions collected.  

First part of this chapter starts from a general synthesis of the actual general framework or 
ageing management and then focus on the SEVESO and electricity facilities.  

Second part describes life extension problematic and how industries face to it.  

The third part is dedicated to the main conclusions.  

This task is also a good opportunity to develop a common glossary for aging management, 
starting from the information already available in IRIS and iNTeg-Risk projects, and in ISO 
31000.  

The greatest part of the following document has been taken from the contribution of EDF to 
the Safe Life X project on the standardization and harmonization topic [EDF]. 

2.2 Ageing management 

2.2.1 Past works and existing normative references 

Managing assets is about. From this it follows that Life Cycle Cost (LCC) and in some cases Life 
Cycle Benefit/Cost Analysis is a critical concept for making investment decisions, and therefore 
should be incorporated in the engineering and management routines of infrastructure systems. 
However, several important questions remain before one may conduct a meaningful LCC 
analysis. These relate to the determination of the Life Cycle of a new, maintained, rehabilitated 
or retrofitted structure and its expected performance along the Life Cycle regarding the limit 
states. The impacts of uncertainty in estimating the risk involved in establishing appropriate 
demand envelopes for various limit events are significant for LCC analysis in design and in 
maintenance management.  

2.2.1.1 IRIS project 

The objective of the CWA was to elaborate a standard framework for the results of the IRIS 
Project. It is recognized that there cannot be one extensive methodology fit for all specific 
industries [CWA].  
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There is a simple basic model with considerable uncertainties, which is improved step by step 
through introduction and evaluation of new knowledge gained about a structure. The ideal 
result is a precise assessment of the condition with reasonable margins of uncertainty. The 
model is able to show the successive impact during the long-term deterioration process as well 
as the effect of sudden changes in condition (retrofit actions of local failure). It is recognized 
that the individual results from visual inspection and assessment will influence the quality of 
the prediction. Nevertheless after a number of assessments these uncertainties will be reduced 
to reasonable levels.  

It is acknowledged that the basic model shall be kept simple and transparent for the end-
users. In return the background computation is expected to become more and more complex 
with every new knowledge and methodology developed. Therefore the concept is to give a 
common understanding on structural ageing in general, which can be incorporated into 
different industrial applications and adapted regarding the industry-specific demands. In 
further consequence the focus of the CWA is given on the area of bridge infrastructure, as 
there the most mature status within the IRIS Project has been reached. The aspect of 
acceptance of structural failure and accidents is always depending on the involved individual 
society. The current document already reflects the current situation in Austria, Germany, the 
Netherlands and the USA.  

2.2.1.2 Normative references 

Previous activities and work of other groups worldwide have already produced a basic set of 
standards. The most sophisticated procedure is established in Germany, where based on 
existing DIN-standards, specific rules for application in different industries are being developed 
by VDI (Verein Deutscher Ingenieure). A dense network of certification agencies (managed by 
TÜV) takes care of sound and safe procedures. Nevertheless the current practice does not take 
account of the typical end of life situation with assessment of lifetime extension. In terms of 
standards, there are no referenced documents being indispensable for the application of this 
document. Certain relevant literature and a list of standards giving an overview on the related 
activities have been added to the bibliography. For Risk management and Asset management, 
ISO 31000 [ISO 31000] and ISO 55000 [ISO 55000], have been considered.  

2.2.2 Nuclear Industry 

Nuclear power plants operation and maintenance policies and activities are subject to specific 
safety constraints and requirements, expressed by the nuclear regulatory authorities. Their 
lifetime extension, as well as any action aiming at modifying the initial design or operation 
procedures, lead to build up a highly comprehensive investigation file. Such reports should be 
based on detailed studies and analyses, duly argued, in the framework of the current existing 
and authorized standards, ie in France:  

RCCM/AFCEN Règles de Conception et de Construction des Matériels Mécaniques des îlots 
nucléaires REP ;  

RSEM/AFCEN, Règles de Surveillance en Exploitation des Matériels Mécaniques des Ilots 
Nucléaires REP ; [RSEM]  

Civil works have their own rules, RCCG (Règles de Conception et de Construction du Génie 
Civil, meaning « rules for designing and building civil works ») based on Eurocodes.  

The Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) released the Advanced Process AP913 in 
2001. AP913 is a comprehensive approach which takes into account the maintenance to be 
currently applied during the initial operation phase. AP913 process is based on the failure 
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impact (meaning related to any system or safety related consequences), components 
performance monitoring, operation conditions, preventive maintenance template to address 
predominant failure modes, ...). That implies to:  

 periodically assess system/component health and vulnerabilities,  

 develop/update system/component long term maintenance strategy,  

 detect an aging or obsolescence concern,  

 initiate proactive strategy for aging and obsolescence concerns,  

 integrate, prioritize and reconcile structures, systems and components plans with the 
station business plan,  

 enter activities into appropriate schedule.  

As seen above, AP913 takes into account the long term planning and the life-cycle 
management of the station. We shall return to the limits of the AP913 in those concerns later 
in this document.  

2.2.3 SEVESO Industries: INERIS Point of View 

Following several incidents and accidents that occurred in 2007 and 2008 in French industrial 
installations, and the action plan launched in 2008 by the French Ministry in charge of Ecology 
on managing ageing as part of the prevention of technological hazards, INERIS performed a 
benchmark in 2008 making an overview of the regulations and standards in France and abroad 
as regards ageing management in industrial facilities (testing and inspecting equipment, 
qualifying bodies to perform these inspections, etc.). The report in Annex 1 prepared by 
INERIS presents a synthesis of the French situation for the following installations:  

 Pressure equipment (storage tanks and on site piping),  

 Atmospheric pressure storage tanks,  

 Equipment (on-site piping, vessels or storage tanks in plants) not covered by the first 
category,  

 Instrumented safety systems, 

 Civil works elements such as containment dikes, tank foundations, pipe support 
foundations,  

 Pipelines.  

Using all this work, main regulation and standards in use in the SEVESO industries are 
presented in this document.  

The French regulations implemented in the frame of the modernization plan are aiming at 
control of the risks due to ageing.  

They give a general frame identification of the industrial installations that have to be included 
in the ageing management plan:  

 issue of a technical file giving information on the initial state of the equipment,  

 implementation of an inspection plan,  

 Implementation of repairs or modifications on the equipment if required according to 
the results of inspections. These actions aim at improving knowledge of the equipment. 
Inspections actions will result in a better knowledge of the real state of the equipment 
and will lead to immediate repairs or modifications to reduce hazards linked to ageing.  

 Elaboration of the inspection plans (nature and frequency of the controls) requires 
knowledge on the degradation mechanisms. To help industrial operators in the 
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implementation of the regulation, technical guides have been developed by industrial 
operators. These guides are officially “recognized” by the French Ministry of Ecology.  

To manage industrial ageing, it is essential to elaborate an inspection plan. According to DT84, 
an inspection plan is a “Document that defines all of the operations prescribed by the 
Inspection Service to ensure the management, the status and the conformity over time of […] 
equipment or a group of […] equipment covered by surveillance”. It can be divided in 5 main 
steps:  

 Identify important/critical equipment;  

 Identify equipment critical parts;  

 Inspection and functional tests;  

 Inspectors qualification/certification;  
 Maintenance/repair; 

2.2.4 Main standards 

2.2.4.1 Risk based methodologies 

Numerous equipment is located in industrial installations, but all do not require the same 
examination frequency.  

Sometimes a country's Regulations may give details to identify specific critical equipment. For 
these cases, identification is primarily based on potential consequences if a failure occurs 
(using substance hazard, volume, pressure...). However the most common method in Seveso 
industries is the Risk Based Inspection methodology. Based on ISO-degradation loop and 
marker equipment this methodology enables an inspection prioritization.  

Main guidance for risk based inspection is:  

 ASME – General Document Volume 1 CRTD-Vol.20-1 

 API 580 : “Risk-Based Inspection”, 2002 

 API 581 : “Base Resource Document on Risk Based Inspection”, 2008  

 EEMUA 206, Risk Based Inspection -A Guide to Effective Use of the RBI Process, 2006  

 Guide professionnel EDF pour l’élaboration des plans d’inspection, EDF, 2004. 

2.2.4.2 Pressure vessels 

It appears that pressure equipment is covered by mandatory inspections.  

There are no harmonized practices at European level, but there are common points between all 
practices that are very similar in general. For example there are common points concerning 
the operator responsibility and concerning the competence required to define inspection plans 
or to perform inspection operations. On the other hand this competence is validated by 
accreditations that are specific for each country.  

Some guides give information to identify the more sensitive area of pressure equipment. 
Recommendations to draw up inspection plans are given in these guides:  

 API 510: Pressure Vessel Inspection Code: In-Service Inspection, Rating, Repair, and 

Alteration, 2006
[24] 

 

 The guide SAFed Pressure systems: Guidelines on Periodicity of examination – 

November 2003

[25]
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 CODAP Division 3, Recommandations pour la Maintenance des Appareils à Pression, 

SNCT, 2013

[26]
  

 API RP 579-1/ASME FFS-1 2007: Fitness for Service (second Edition)
[27]

 

Additional standards give information about the inspections and functional tests on pressure 
equipment. Interval between examinations and type of inspections are available:  

 SAFed Guidelines for Competent person – In-service examination of pressure systems 

pipework – October 2008
[28] 

 

 Institute of Petroleum – Pressure Vessel examination – Part 12 of the Model Code of 

safe Practice in the Petroleum industry – March 1993
[29]

 

 EN 12819: LPG equipment and accessories. Inspection and requalification of LPG tanks 

greater than 13 m
3
, 2009

[30]
 

 EN 12917: LPG equipment and accessories. Inspection and requalification of LPG tanks 

up to and including 13 m
3
, 2010

[31]
 

The body performing the inspections must have the relevant competence to select which guide 
is suited to the equipment studied and must be able to justify the options retained to the 
relevant authorities (degradation modes, etc.).  

2.2.4.3 Atmospheric storage  

Contrary to pressure equipment, regulations do not prescribe lead-time and means of action 
for atmospheric storage. Nevertheless, they are covered by a requirement to maintain 
mechanical integrity. Professional guides or standards serve as technical reference in terms of 
best practices.  

Four guides give information on atmospheric storage inspection, maintenance and repair:  

 API 653: “Tank inspection, Repair, Alteration and Reconstruction”, 2008
[32] 

 

 EEUMA publication 159, Users guide to the Inspection, maintenance and repair of above 

ground vertical cylindrical steel tank, ISBN 0 85931 1317, 3rd edition, 2003
[33] 

 

 CODRES division 2: recommandations pour la maintenance des réservoirs de stockage 

cylindriques verticaux (S.N.C.T.), 2009 
[34] 

 

 Chemical storage tank systems – good practice: ‘Guidance on design, manufacture, 
installation, operation, inspection and maintenance’ (C598), published by CIRIA in 2003 

(ISBN 0 86017 598 7). 
[35] 

 

2.2.4.4 On site piping  

Three guides give us information to identify the more sensitive area of piping. Prior application 
to these guidelines, refinery inspection service applied a criticality-based approach. It should 
be noted that inspections for piping are generally less severe (less often, with fewer pressure 
tests) than for vessels.  

Currently, pipe criticality assessment methods are generally based on the RBI standards 
developed by the American Petroleum Institute:  

 API 570 Piping Inspection Code: 2nd Edition 1998
[39] 

 

 API 574 “Inspection of Piping, Tubing and Fittings”, 1990 
[40] 
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 API RP 579-1/ASME FFS-1 2007 : Fitness for Service(second Edition) 
[39] 

 

2.2.4.5 Safety systems  

The way safety systems are monitored seems very similar from one country to another. Safety 
system integrity is covered by European standards:  

 EN 61508 Parts 1-8 – Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable electronic 
safety related systems, 2011[44]  

 EN 61511 -Functional safety –. Safety instrumented systems for the process industry 
sector, 2005[45]  

 ISO 14224: “Petroleum, Petrochemical and gas industries -Collection and exchange of 
reliability and maintenance data for equipment”, 2012[46]. 

2.2.4.6 Pipelines  

Three guides help operators to develop an integrity management program. These guides are 
technical references in terms of best practices and comply with the regulation. 

 API 1160 Managing System Integrity for Hazardous Liquid Pipelines, 2013
[47] 

 

 ASME B31.8S, Managing System Integrity of Gas Pipelines, 2004
[48] 

 

 GESIP 07.04 Surveillance, maintenance et réparations des canalisations de transport, 

2007

[49]
 

2.2.4.7 Civil engineering  

There is no standard document that specifically details monitoring elements for civil 
engineering aspects in SEVESO industries, except the few documents below:  

 PSG29 – Richtijn voor bovengrondse opslag van brandbare vloeistoffen in verticale 
cilindrische tanks: October 2008 (Directive for above ground storage of flammable 

liquids in vertical cylindrical tanks)
[53] 

 

 EEUMA publication 159, Users guide to the Inspection, maintenance and repair of above 

ground vertical cylindrical steel tank, ISBN 0 85931 1317, 3
rd 

edition, 2003
[54] 

 

 UKLPG – code of practice 1 – Bulk LPG storage at fixed Installations – Part 3: 2006 – 

Examination and Inspection
[55]

 

2.2.5 French guidance 

In France, dedicated guides has been developed by industrial associations (UFIP, UIC, AFGC, 
GESIP,..) to satisfy the regulations.  

2.2.5.1 Pressure vessels  

French regulations on pressure equipment, especially AM 15/03/00
[56]

, specifies the monitoring 
of the pressure equipment covered.  

At refineries, in France, regulatory monitoring measures are coordinated by the refinery’s 
Recognized Inspection Service. The fundamental monitoring principles are the same as for 
facilities that do not have an SIR. Nevertheless, implementing advanced monitoring methods 
(like RBIs) allow SIRs to modulate the various inspections. The guides in use are:  
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 Guide pour l’établissement des plans d’inspection (périodicités IP et RP 5 et 10 ans) – 

UIC/UFIP/CTNIIC document DT 32 révision 2 – 2008
[57] 

 

 Guide pour l’établissement des plans d’inspection permettant de définir la nature et les 
périodicités d’inspections périodiques et de recalifications périodiques pouvant être 

supérieures à cinq et –dix ans-UIC/UFIP document DT 84 – 2006
[58] 

 

 Inspection réglementaire des équipements sous pression revêtus extérieurement ou 
intérieurement, AQUAP -révision 2 – décembre 2005 – approuvé par BSEI n°06-011 de 

janvier 2006
[59] 

 

2.2.5.2 Atmospheric storage tanks  

Monitoring of the tanks is based on the three inspection steps below:  

 Frequent rounds and visual inspection;  

 An external in-service inspection;  

 An extensive internal inspection.  

Inspection frequencies are adapted to suit storage related hazards, knowledge of the storage 
and the results of prior inspections. The main guidance to perform these inspections is:  

 Guide d’inspection et de maintenance des réservoirs aériens cylindriques verticaux 

DT94, UIC/UFIP, 2011
[60] 

 

The guidance for refrigerated storage proposes a methodology adapted to the specific design 
and working conditions of the equipment:  

 Guide des bonnes pratiques pour l’inspection des réservoirs cryogéniques de stockage 

d’ammoniac, UNIFA, 2008
[61] 

 

 Guide d’inspection et de maintenance des réservoirs cryogéniques -DT97, UIC/AFGC, 

2012

[62]  

2.2.5.3 Piping  

For on-site piping, specific guidance is used in addition to the two RBI guides:  

 Guide Technique Professionnel Pour l’inspection des tuyauteries en exploitation DT96, 
UFIP/UIC/AFGC[63]  

 Guide pour l’établissement des plans d’inspection (périodicités IP et RP 5 et 10 ans) – 

UIC/UFIP/CTNIIC document DT 32 révision 2 – juin 2008
[57] 

 

 Guide pour l’établissement des plans d’inspection permettant de définir la nature et les 
périodicités d’inspections périodiques et de recalifications périodiques pouvant être 

supérieures à cinq et –dix ans-UIC/UFIP document DT 84 – June 2006
[64] 

 

2.2.5.4 Safety systems  

For safety measures, a specific guide is used:  

 Guide méthodologique pour la gestion et la maîtrise du vieillissement des Mesures de 

Maîtrise des Risques Instrumentées DT93, UIC/UFIP, 2011
[65] 
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2.2.5.5 Civil works  

For civil works, two specific guides are used:  

 Guide de surveillance des ouvrages de génie civil et structures -Cuvettes de rétention et 

fondations de réservoirs DT 92, UFIP/UIC, 2011
[66] 

 

 Guide de surveillance des ouvrages de génie civil et structures Ponts de tuyauteries DT 

98, UIC/UFIP, 2012
[67]

.  

2.2.5.6 Off-site pipelines  

Concerning pipelines, the main standards in use are:  

 Surveillance, maintenance et réparations des canalisations de transport -GESIP, 

Rapport n° 2007/04
[68] 

 

 Canalisation de transport: méthodologie pour la réalisation d'un plan de surveillance et 

d'intervention sur une canalisation de transport (PSI), 07-01, GESIP, 2007
[69]

.  

2.3 Life extension: the case of nuclear energy 

2.3.1 EDF facilities 

The Life Cycle Management is one of the six previously quoted AP913 sub-processes. It 
deals with the following items:  

 long term strategy for system and component health,  

 prioritization of improvement activities,  

 integration of long term plans with the station business strategy.  

This LCM sub-process aims to coordinating and integrating all the activities related to 
components or systems along their life cycle. It allows early identification of the major 
concerns that need a long run processing, such as components ageing or obsolescence. These 
actions suppose to:  

 develop and regularly update the components long term strategy,  

 periodically assess components health and vulnerabilities,  

 and, when necessary, initiate and carry out appropriate proactive strategies for ageing 
or obsolescence concerns.  

These activities should be parts of the global power station business plan, permitting 
consistency in terms of prioritization, shutdowns, maintenance and budgets planning, 
operation, logistics, and resources management. 

Concerning the nuclear power stations, the two highly critical components in terms of life span 
extension are the reactor vessel, and the containment. Specifics actions can be envisaged to 
ensure a safe lifetime extension (for example, annealing for the vessel). Such maintenance or 
operating procedures and technique are always defined and justified by appropriate studies 
and reviews.  

2.3.2 GALL, IGALL 

The US Nuclear Regulatory Commission Regulation (NUREG) released a set of guidance 
documents for nuclear power plant license renewal and PWR/BWR components aging.  
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The Generic Aging Lessons Learned ([GALL], 2001, 2005, and 2010 ed.) contains generic 
evaluations of the existing plant programs, and documents the technical basis for determining 
where existing programs are adequate without modification and where existing programs 
should be augmented for the period of extended operation (ex. from 40 to 60 years).  

The evaluation results are documented in the GALL Report. The GALL Report:  

 contains the lists of generic aging management reviews of systems, structures, and 
components that may be in the scope of nuclear power plant license renewal 
applications,  

 identifies aging management programs that are determined to be acceptable to manage 
aging effects of systems, structures and components in the scope of license renewal, as 
required;  

 gives recommendations on specific areas for which existing programs should be 
augmented for license renewal.  

The Gall technical perimeter addresses:  

 containment structures,  

 structures and components supports,  

 reactor vessel, internals and reactor coolant system,  

 engineered safety features,  

 electrical components,  

 auxiliary systems,  

 steam and power conversion system.  

The GALL includes selected definitions and use of terms for structures, components, materials, 
environments, aging effects and mechanisms. It also contains time-limited aging analyses, and 
aging management programs.  

The limits of the GALL pertain to its scope of application, restricted to regulation. Although 
safety is a crucial concern, other impacts of the safe life extension (notably availability or 
costs) are of prime importance to assess the pertinence of any kinds of modification or 
reengineering. At least, part of the information devoted to the failure modes impacting the 
regulation is common with the modes that have other effects (such availability, grid demands 
for services or flexibility, …).  

In 2010, IAEA internationalized the GALL concept with an IGALL (International GALL) program 
and database. With similar scope and limitations, IGALL widen the knowledge and the 
expertise to the worldwide nuclear community.  

2.4 Conclusions and prospects 

2.4.1 Main limitations 

As mentioned by VCE, the current practices or standards do not take into account the end of 
life situation with assessment of the lifetime extension, which is a significant step beyond 
the ageing management.  

The major part of the existing standards pertains to the domain of regulation. Even if a lot of 
the degradations and aging mechanisms are characterized and applicable to any kind of 
components with any kind of consequences, the needs for more exhaustive action programs 
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remain. And if life time extension is a concern for a whole system or installation, critical 
questions to be solved often arise for only few critical components or structures.  

2.4.2 Standards requirements: needs for a free generic framework? 

In addition to the items currently developed within the existing standards seen above, the 
following topics could be included:  

 Aging kinetics and associated dimensioning margins and reliability indicators,  

 Aging and degradation models, and their domain of applicability according to operating 
conditions,  

 Maintainability criteria, notably obsolescence [IAEA], and supply chain,  

 Requirements, rules and standards evolutions and tendencies,  

 Monitoring and inspection templates, adapted (efficient) to the aging mechanisms and 
their degradations kinetics,  

 Existing and approved re-qualification testing requirements and procedures for 
components and systems.  

Finally, regulation is usually based on safety factors, supposed to cover uncertainties. Safe life 
extension advocates for assessing the probabilistic approaches capabilities as complements or 
substitutes for safety factors. [JCSS x]  

2.5 References 
 [GALL] Generic Aging Lessons Learned (GALL) Report. Final Report. Office of Nuclear 

Reactor Regulation NUREG-1801, Rev. 2, December 2010.  

 [DoW] Seventh Framework Program Theme NMP.2013.4.0-6 Safe Life Extension 
management of aged infrastructures networks and industrial plants. Grant agreement 
no: 608813 for: coordination and support action, 2013-05-24  

 [RSE-M] In-Service Inspection Rules for Mechanical Components of PWR Nuclear 
Islands AFCEN, 2010 French & English ed.  

 [CWA] AA.VV Ageing behaviour of Structural Components with regard to Integrated 
Lifetime Assessment and subsequent Asset Management of Constructed Facilities, CWA 
16633:2013  

 [ISO 31000] ISO 31000: 2009-05-25_Risk management -Principles and guideline  

 [ISO 55000] ISO 55000: 2012-11-12 Asset Management-Overview, principles and 
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 [IAEA] Ageing management nuclear power plants; Safety Guide No. NS-G-2.12, 2009.  
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10-2000  

 [JCSS 3b] JCSS PROBABILISTIC MODEL CODE PART 3 –-RESISTANCE MODELS. Model 
uncertainties.  

 [JCSS 3c] JCSS PROBABILISTIC MODEL CODE PART 3 –-RESISTANCE MODELS. Static 
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3.  French regulation regarding ageing management 

3.1 General context and introduction 
Following several incidents and accidents that occurred in 2007 and 2008 in French industrial 
installations, the French Ministry in charge of Ecology launched, in 2008 an action plan on 
managing ageing as part of the prevention of technological hazards. This plan involved many 
experts from competent authorities and industrial operators. Six working group comprising 130 
persons had regular meetings to define the basis of the ageing plan. In the frame of this action 
plan, INERIS performed a benchmark in 2008 making an overview of the regulations and 
standards in France and abroad as regards ageing management in industrial facilities (testing 
and inspecting equipment, qualifying bodies to perform these inspections, etc  

In January 2010, after benchmarking the oil and gas inspection methodologies, the regulators 
proposed thirty height measures including the development of standards and guidance to 
improve ageing management. The 38 measures decided in the modernization plan led to :  

 Changes in the French regulation,  

 Development of technical guides to support industrial operators in inspections actions.  

This report prepared by INERIS presents a synthesis of the French situation for the following 
installations:  

 Pressure equipment (storage tanks and on site piping),  

 Atmospheric pressure storage tanks,  

 Equipment (on-site piping, vessels or storage tanks in plants) not covered by the first 
category,  

 Instrumented safety systems,  

 Civil works elements such as containment dikes, tank foundations, pipe support 
foundations,  

 Pipelines.  

Using all this work, main regulation and standards in use in the SEVESO industries are 
presented in this document.   

The French regulations implemented in the frame of the modernization plan are aiming at 
control of the risks due to ageing.  

They give a general frame: identification of the industrial installations that have to be included 
in the ageing management plan,  

 issue of a technical file giving information on the initial state of the equipment,  

 implementation of an inspection plan,  

 Implementation of repairs or modifications on the equipment if required according to 
the results of inspections. 

These actions aim at improving knowledge of the equipment. Inspections actions will result in 
a better knowledge of the real state of the equipment and will lead to immediate repairs or 
modifications to reduce hazards linked to ageing.  

Elaboration of the inspection plans (nature and frequency of the controls) requires knowledge 
on the degradation mechanisms. To help industrial operators in the implementation of the 
regulation, technical guides have been developed by industrial operators. These guides are 
officially “recognized” by the French Ministry of Ecology.  
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The greatest part of the following document has been taken from the contribution of EDF to 
the Safe Life X project on the standardization and harmonization topic [35]. 

3.2 Industrial units 
This paragraph describes the requirements for the installation included in industrial facilities. 
The requirements regarding pipelines are described in paragraph. 

3.2.1 Pressure equipment (PE) regulations 

A general framework is given by Europe. Indeed, the European Directive 97/23/EC of May 29th 
1997[1] applies to the design, manufacturing and compliance evaluation of pressure 
equipment and of assemblies for which the maximum admissible pressure is above 0.51 bars 
for gases, vapour, liquids2.  

This directive is transposed in French regulations by the decree 99-1046 of December 13th, 
1999[2]. This decree enlarges the scope of the European directive since it also includes 
provisions relating to in-service monitoring of pressure equipment. These provisions are of 
general nature and state the responsibility of the operator for maintenance, monitoring and 
repairs carried out on pressure equipment.  

In France, in-service monitoring of pressure equipment is mainly regulated by the act of March 
15th 2000[3]. Its field of application is more restricted than that of the decree: it relates to 
equipment and assemblies with gas pressure > 0.5 bars (gas, vapour or liquid, the saturating 
vapour pressure at the maximum admissible temperature exceeds more than 0.5 bars at 
normal atmospheric pressure), with additional conditions on the volumes or diameters 
involved. The decree BSEI No. 06-080 of March 6th 2006[4] has specified the conditions for 
application of the Act of March 15th 2000.  

For equipment which does not enter the scope of the decree but is subjected to the decree of 
December 13th 1999, the general operation conditions defined in the decree (Title III) apply.  
 

 
Figure 4. European directive 97/23/EE of May 29th 1997. 

                                          
1
 Maximum pressure for which the equipment is designed 
2
 Vessels containing liquids for which gas pressure is ≤ 0.5 bar are excluded. 
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3.2.2 Field of application of the Pressure Equipment regulations 

Pressure equipment (including also the pipe works, the pressure accessories (valves and 
fittings) and safety devices (pressure relief valves, low level alarms…)) are in the field of 
application of the regulations according to: 

 the maximum allowable pressure (PS); 

 the internal volume of the vessel or the nominal size (Nominal Diameter) (DN) of the 
pipe; 

 the group of the fluid: if the fluid is from group 1 (corresponding to the most hazardous 
substances: explosives, oxidizers, extremely flammable substances, easily flammable 
(very low flash point), flammable (low flash point), highly toxic), the applicability 
thresholds are generally lowered. The other substances are from group 2. 

It is noted that the submission threshold in terms of capacity of the vessels is low, so that the 
major part of the vessels enter the field of the PE regulations (from the moment that the gas 
pressure is above 0.5 bars). Very schematically, the vessels > 1 m3 are subject to the 
regulations. For piping, the nominal diameter threshold is DN25 (with minimum pressure 
conditions of 40 bars) and of DN100 (as soon as the pressure exceeds 1.5 bars).  

The figures on the following pages show the lower limits of the fields of application of the 
regulation. The limits are not included in the field/scope. 

The following cases are shown: 

 Vessels (excluding apparatuses with a removable lid and excluding steam and 
overheated water apparatuses); 

 Piping (excluding vapour piping). 
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Figure 5. Gas container of group 1 and 2. 
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Figure 6. Gas container of group 1 and 2. 

 

3.2.3 Act of March 15th 2000. 

The Act of March 15
th
2000 requires a list of the pressure equipment subjected to the Act. This 

list specifies:  

 the nature, periodicity and dates of the periodic inspections, periodic re-qualifications 
and,  

 Equipment subjected to periodic re-evaluations (see next paragraph for details about 
these controls). 

For this equipment documentation files must be available:  

 A descriptive file3 

including description of the equipment including identification of the 
safety devices, certificate or report of tests or periodic requalification, instruction notice. 

 A technical file in which operations regarding controls, inspections, repairs or 
modifications... are reported. This file must be kept available for competent authorities.  

                                          
3
 The information required depends on the age of the equipment  
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TYPES OF CONTROLS  

The act of March 15
th
2000 covers several aspects of ageing management of fixed pressure 

equipment, in particular as regards requirements on the inspection and requalification 
operations as well as on the repairs and interventions on the equipment:  

Periodic inspections (Title III – articles 10-14): these operations aim at « making sure that 
the condition of the equipment allows it to be maintained in operation with a safety level 
compatible with predictable exploitation conditions ». This operation, performed by a 
competent person (from the site, from the SIR4 

of the site, or from an external approved 
organization) under the responsibility of the operator, gives rise to a detailed and signed 
report. The inspection in all cases includes external verification (after execution of any 
operation for exposing or depositing removable portions5), an examination of the safety 
devices and, for the vessels (except for butane and propane) and the steam generators, an 
inner verification6. Complementary investigations may be performed if required. The 
inspections are performed while taking into account:  

 ascertained degradations;  

 recommendations from the instruction sheet of the equipment;  

 predictable exploitation conditions.  

Periodic requalification (Title V – articles 20-27): periodic requalification will complete the 
compulsory inspections for vessels, steam generators and piping subject to declaration of 

commissioning. According to the decree of March 15
th
2000, periodic requalification of a 

pressure equipment comprises the following operations:  

 an inner and outer verification with removal of the coatings (unless the procedure 
conducted by the authorized organization OH is approved by the competent 
authorities);  

 an examination of the documents (descriptive files and the file formed during 
exploitation);  

 for piping, verification of the identified areas in the inspection program defined by the 
operator and approved by OH.  

 verification of the safety devices associated with the relevant pressure equipment 
comprising a pressure relief valve recalibration if PSxV > 3000 bar.L.  

 hydraulic test of the pressure equipment. However, are exempted from a hydraulic 
test, the newly subject PE, the piping and their safety devices and pressure accessories, 
vessels containing fluids other than steam or overheated water, the admissible 
maximum pressure of which is at most equal to 4 bars, as well as the pressure 
accessories of containers for which PSxV<1600 bar.L or PS<16 bars. The conditions for 
conducting the tests (imposed overload…) are specified in the decree.  

 periodic re-evaluation (only for equipment in installations subjected to a licence to 
operate on conditions that these equipment may be affected by some ageing 
mechanisms7 and that they lead,  in case of loss of containment, to lethal effects on the 
man in the surroundings of the industrial site). This periodic re-evaluation consists in a 
documentary analysis of the operating conditions including a demonstration that the 
equipment can be safely operated until the next periodic requalification, given the 

                                          
4
 SIR for Recognized Service Inspection (by the competent authorities) 
5
 The exposure or the removal should allow the required verification to be achieved 
6
 Exemption of inner verification can be granted by competent authorities on advice of the SIR or  
6 of an external approved organization in case of absence of potential degradations  
7
 See article 23 of the Act of March 15,

 

2000 for more information about the related ageing 
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potential damages, the operation conditions. Requalification is generally carried out 
when the equipment is out of service.  It is carried out by an expert from an approved 
organization.  However for equipment not subjected to a periodic re-evaluation the 
requalification may be carried by an expert from a SIR if it is specially authorized for 
this purpose.  Requalification gives rise to a certificate written and signed by the expert 
and transmitted to the operator. Success of requalification is materialized for vessels by 
the affixing of a « horsehead » and the date of the hydraulic test or of the periodic 
requalification inspection if the equipment is exempted from a hydraulic test and for 
piping by a certificate.  Requalification may be replaced with another method (after 
advice from the Central Commission for Pressure Apparatuses).  

Interventions (Title VI – articles 28-31): two types of interventions are defined:  

The modification corresponds to a change brought to the PE or to its operating conditions. If 
the modification is significant, a new evaluation of compliance by a notified organization will be 
required;  

The other interventions are repairs:  

 The interventions are carried out according to annex 1 of the decree of December 13th 
1999 (PED) or, if the equipment is subject to the old regulations, by following the 
relevant old regulations. In the latter case, the QMOS (Qualification of Welding 
Operating Modes) and QS (Qualification of Welders and Operators) according to the 
welding decree of 24.03.1978 are delivered by an authorized organization. Non-
destructive tests (NDT) are conducted according to this same decree by examinators 
certified by an authorized organization.  

 It is then established whether the intervention (repair or modification) is of the notable 
or non-notable type, following professional guides approved by the Ministry of Industry 
(classification of the modifications or repairs of PE– AQUAP 99/13 and factory piping – 
AFIAP February 2004).  

A compliance certificate is delivered by the operator or the person who acts as a substitute 
(repair man for example), the technical documentation is put together (on the intervention, 
the NDT, the inspections…).  

If the intervention is notable, it will further involve a request for inspection by an expert from 
an authorized organization or from the SIR approved for this on condition that the inspection 
has procedures in compliance with a professional guide approved by the competent authorities. 
Tests, evaluation of materials and re-qualifications will be carried out by the expert. The latter 
also proceeds with the final verification (an outer and inner visual inspection, examination of 
the safety devices) and the hydraulic test8 (except for vessels which do not contain any steam 
or overheated water).  

Note: the provisions relating to declaration and controls of commissioning are included in the 
articles 15 to 19. They are not detailed in this report.  

3.2.3.1 Frequencies of control 

The decree defines the maximum time intervals between the inspections and the periodic 
requalification (except for piping for which a monitoring plan, validated by an authorized 
organization, has to be proposed by the operator).  

                                          
8
 For pipings (non‐longitudinal permanent assemblies), the hydraulic tests may be replaced by NDT, the tube having been tested in the workshop. 
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The general prescriptions are the following9,10.11,12,13:  

 

 
Figure 7. Comparison of equipment for maximum interval between two inspections and two re-

qualifications.  

 

Specific provisions for establishment with a SIR  

In parallel of the general provisions, the Act of March 15th, 2000 gives the opportunity to 
perform risk-based studies. These studies have to be performed by a Recognized Inspection 
Service (SIR).  

The intervals between the inspections and the re-qualifications may then be increased, with 
maximum values of 5/10 years or 6/12 years, depending on the professional guide used. The 
follow-up actions are carried out by the recognized inspection service. The decree then defines 
the conditions under which such an option is possible. The conditions for recognizing an 
inspection service are specified in the instruction DM-T/P No. 32510 of May 21st 2003[5] 
relating to « recognition of an Inspection Service of an industrial establishment ». It is required 
that:  

The inspection service observe the requirements of the NF EN ISO/CEI 17020 standard « 
general criteria for operation of different types of organizations preceding the inspection » [6] 
of March 2005 (e.g. NF EN 45004); the DM/TP has adapted these criteria to SIRs.  

 Inspection plans should be defined by the inspection services, setting the monitoring 
conditions of equipment (natures, localizations, extents and periodicities) and specifying 
the data for interpreting and exploiting the obtained results. These plans have to be 
carried out according to the prescriptions of professional guides approved by the 
Ministry for Industry. The guides in the chemical and petrochemical sector are:  

 UIC/UFIP DT32[7] Guide: « Guide for establishment of inspection plans – 
Periodicity 5 year Periodic Inspection and 10 year Periodic Requalification »  
revision 2 of June 2008;  

 UIC/UFIP DT 84
[8] 

Guide: « Guide for establishment of inspection plans – 6 year 
Periodic inspection and 12 year Periodic requalification »-revision 1 of June 

                                          
9
 Except  for specific equipment such as  respiratory cylinders  for diving and mobile vessels  in materials other  than metal–cf. article 10 §3 of  the 

decree of March 15
th 

2000. 
10 Mobile pressure equipment should be further checked on the outside before each filling.  
11 Depends on the corrosive or toxic nature of the substance. The duration is 3 years for equipment potentially 
containing corrosive impurities (fluorine, hydrogen chloride, hydrogen sulfide, etc.). Reference will be made to the Act 

of March 15
th 

2000 – article 22 §1. It is of 5 years for those containing a toxic or very toxic fluid, or a corrosive fluid 
towards the walls of the equipment.  
12 Valid for steam generators, apparatuses with a removable lid and with fast closure and the containers with 
pressurized steam or overheated water if the test overload has been reduced (otherwise, the interval is of 40 months). 
13
 Idem previous note. 
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2006. The guide is only applicable to units having had an SIR for at least 5 
years.  

These guides set the general principles (taking into account the criticality of the equipment in 
the definition of the inspection plans) but require strong skills from the inspection services in 
order to be applied.  

 

 
Figure 8. Ministerial act of March 15th 2000.  

The provisions relating to the maximum intervals for periodic inspections and periodic re-
qualifications determined by the guides UIC/UFIP DT32[7] (UIC/UFIP DT84[8]) are the 
following:  

 
Figure 9. Equipment for maximum interval between two inspections and two re-qualifications.  

3.2.4 Atmospheric storage of flammable liquids 

The Act of October 3rd, 2010 regarding to the storage of flammable liquids in a storage facility 
has gathered and extended the existing provisions regarding management of ageing. The Act 
applies to the installations subjected to a license to operate.  

The articles 28 and 29 of the Act deal with management of ageing.  
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For any storage tank with an equivalent14
 
capacity exceeding 10 m

3 

:  

 An individual monitoring file must be available including information15
 
about the 

equipment (date and manufacturing code used, volume, materials used for 
manufacturing including foundations, existence and age of internal lining, date of the 
initial hydraulic test (if done), list of substances stored in the tank, date, types and 
results of previous inspections, potential repairs and codes used). This file must be 
available for competent authorities if claimed.  

 An inspection plan must be drawn by the industrial operator including: routine visits, 
external detailed inspections and off-service detailed inspections (the off-service 
detailed inspection has to be done only for storage of equivalent capacity exceeding 100 

m
3
). 

Routine visits aim at checking the good state of the storage tank and at identifying the first 
external signs of degradations. The routine visits have to be performed at least every 1 year.  

The external detailed inspections have to be performed every 5 years. They include 
detailed external visual inspection, visual inspection of the settlements, inspection of the 
welding bottom course, control of the thinning of the bottom plates, control of the global 
displacement of the tank (verticality, tilt...), inspection of the foundation bolts, complementary 
investigations if needed. 

The off-service detailed inspections have to be performed at least every 10 years. They 
include internal visual inspection, measure of the remaining thinning and internal control of the 
welding, complementary investigations if needed. 

Both external and off-service detailed inspections have to be performed by a recognized 
inspection service (SIR) or by certified or habilitated persons.  

The inspection plans can be based on professional guides. If specific substances are stored, the 
general frequencies may be modified following a professional guide.  

Professional guides have been developed by industrial operators and are recognized by the 
competent authorities. They are described in.  

3.2.5 Other hazardous equipment 

Before the national plan regarding the modernization of the industrial installations in 2010, 
there were no French regulations for in-service monitoring of the equipment other than 
pressure equipment.  

This lack in the regulatory system has been corrected with the Act of October 4th, 2010 
regarding prevention of accidental risks in the classified installations for the protection of the 
environment. The Act applies to the installations subjected to a license to operate.  

The installations are:  

 any atmospheric16 storage at low17 temperature of toxic or flammable liquefied 
substances or oxygen storage, on conditions that they are included in an establishment 
subjected to the Act of May 10th, 2010 meaning that it is a Seveso establishment.  

                                          
14
 Equivalent capacity takes into account a corrective factor according to the flash‐point of the substance  

15
 Information is given within the limits of its availability. 

 
16
 Relative pressure < 500 mbars  

17
 Service temperature < ‐10°C  
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 any storage of liquefied gas from distillation of air gases (except oxygen), if the volume 
of stored liquid exceeds 2000 m3.  

For this equipment:  

 an initial state18 of the storage must be available based on the characteristics of 
manufacturing and on the previous interventions on the storage such as initial 
inspection, in-service inspections, non-destructive controls, potential repairs and 
modifications.  

 Based on the initial state, an inspection program is implemented by the industrial 
operator. If the initial state, the inspection program and inspection plan have not been 
performed according to professional guides, the operator has to perform an inner 
inspection of the storage at least every 15 years.  

Any cylindrical and vertical storage with minimal quantities of substances depending on the 
possible impact on the environment in case of loss of containment: the thresholds are 10 m3 
for risk mention H400 or H410, 100 m3 for risk mention H411 and 1000 m3 for other risk 
phrases (see act for more detailed information).  

The storage is excluded if the operator can demonstrate that consequences are not important 
following a methodology developed by a professional guide.  

The storages under the field of application of the act of October 3rd, 2010, are also excluded. 

For this equipment:  

 An initial state of the storage19 must be available based on the characteristics of 
manufacturing and on the previous interventions on the storage such as initial 
inspection, in-service inspections, non-destructive controls, potential repairs and 
modifications).  

 Based on the initial state, an inspection program is implemented by the industrial 
operator. If the initial state, the inspection program and inspection plan have not been 
performed according to professional guides, the operator has to perform several in-
service controls (including external inspection, inspection of the welding bottom-
courses, visual control, and so on...) at least every 5 years.  

 Any vessels or piping leading in case of loss of containment to important consequences 
for man in the surroundings of the site,  

 Any vessels with more than 10 m3 (if substance with hazard mention H400 or H410) or 
more than 100 m3 (hazard mention H411 or other -see act for more detailed 
information),  

 Any piping with Nominal Diameter more than DN80 (if substance with hazard mention 
H400 or H410) or DN100 (hazard mention H411 or other -see act for more detailed 
information).  

 The vessels or piping are excluded if the operator can demonstrate that consequences 
are not important following a methodology developed by a professional guide.  

 The pipelines are excluded.  

 The storages under the field of application of the act of October 3rd, 2010, are also 
excluded.  

 

 

                                          
18
 The information in the initial state are given within the limits of their availability  

19
 Idem 
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For this equipment:  

 An initial state20 of the equipment must be available based on the characteristics of 
manufacturing and on the previous interventions on the storage such as initial 
inspection, in-service inspections, non-destructive controls, potential repairs and 
modifications).  

 Based on the initial state, an inspection program is implemented by the industrial 
operator. The initial state, the inspection program and inspection plan have to be 
performed according to professional guides or according to a methodology developed by 
the industrial operator. But this methodology may have to be criticized by a third party 
if the competent authority requires it.  

For civil works linked to the previous equipment such as containment, piping support, retaining 
structures:  

 An initial state21 of the equipment must be available based on the characteristics of 
manufacturing and on the previous interventions on the storage such as initial 
inspection, in-service inspections, non-destructive controls, potential repairs and 
modifications).  

 Based on the initial state, a control program is implemented by the industrial operator. 
The initial state, the control program and control plan have to be performed according 
to professional guides or according to a methodology developed by the industrial 
operator.  

But this methodology may have to be criticized by a third party if the competent authority 
requires it.  

For instrumented safety measures in a Seveso installation, on condition that their failure leads 
to important consequences (evaluation performed according to a professional guide):  

 An initial state of the technical equipment of the instrumented safety measures must be 
available.  

 Based on the initial state, a control program is implemented by the industrial operator. 
The initial state, the control program and control plan have to be performed according 
to professional guides or according to a methodology developed by the industrial 
operator. But this methodology may have to be criticized by a third party if the 
competent authority requires it.  

Different professional guides have been developed by industrial operators and are recognized 
by the competent 

Different professional guides have been developed by industrial operators and are recognized 
by the competent authorities.  

3.2.6 Safety management system (SMS) 

In the previous paragraphs are presented the requirements for the ageing management of the 
most hazardous equipment which, in case of loss of containment, have important 
consequences for man and the environment.  

A technical document regarding this equipment and summarizing the information about the 
initial state and the different inspections and repairs must be available for this equipment.  

                                          
20
 The information in the initial state are given within the limits of their availability 

21
 Idem 
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For the Seveso establishments under the regulation of the act of May 10th, 2000 (French 
transposition of the Seveso Directive 2003/105/EC of the December 16th, 2003), the operator 
has to draw up a document setting out the major-accident prevention policy and to ensure that 
it is properly implemented. The requirements on the Safety Management System (SGS in 
French) have been enlarged by the act of October 5th, 2010 modifying the act of May 10th, 
2000. Since 2010, the Safety Management System has to include the actions implemented to 
manage the hazards involved by ageing of the equipment defined previously:  

 pressure equipment under the act of March 15th, 2000  

 storage facilities of flammable liquids under the act of October 3rd, 2010,  

 Equipment under the act of October 4th, 2010.  

The SMS has to identify this equipment.  

For each equipment a document must be available including:  

 the initial state of the equipment,  

 the strategy to manage ageing defining the implemented controls (nature and 
frequencies) and the justification of the decisions taken according to the results of 
controls depending of the degradation modes. The justification can be a simple 
reference to a recognized professional guide.  

 the results of the controls and the resulting actions,  

 the potential interventions.  

The SMS (identification of the equipment and strategy) has to be reviewed in case of a change 
in the professional guide. The SMS must be kept available for the competent authorities.  

3.2.7 Synthesis of the regulation regarding control of ageing 

The regulations regarding control of ageing are:  

 the Act of March 15th, 2000 for pressure equipment,  

 the Act of October 3rd, 2010 for atmospheric storage of flammable liquids,  

 the Act of October 4th, 2010 for any hazardous equipment that may lead to important 
consequences on man or the environment in case of loss of containment (hazardous 
storage or piping) or failure (instrumented safety measures, civil works linked to the 
previous equipment).  

 the Act of May 10th, 2000 for the safety management system of the Seveso 
establishments.  

The field of application of the different Acts are the following: 
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Figure 10. Equipment relative to act, any unit, units subjected to license to operate and units in Seveso 

establishments.  

The different acts require:  

 An initial state of the equipment describing the equipment (manufacturing code, 
volume, previous inspections or repairs…),  

 An inspection plan defining the inspections or controls performed the results of the 
controls and the justification of the decisions (repairs, modifications…).  

The use of professional guide is often required. Otherwise the methodology may be subjected 
to a third part evaluation. Competence of the persons performing the plans and/or realizing 
the controls are required.  

3.3 Pipelines 

3.3.1 Transport pipelines 

The act of August 4th, 2006 on the safety of transport pipelines containing flammable gas, 
flammable liquid or liquefied hydrocarbons and chemical substances is aimed at defining the 
minimal requirements for design, manufacturing, service and cessation (temporary or 
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definitive) to preserve the safety of man and property and to insure protection of the 
environment.  

Article 13 focuses on the control of the pipeline.  

This article shall apply to:  

 pipelines of gas with a maximum pressure higher than 16 bars,  

 pipelines of flammable liquefied substances,  

 pipelines of flammable or toxic substances being liquid or gas at ambient temperature 
and at atmospheric pressure,  

 pipelines of carbon dioxide.  

 pipelines of liquid hydrocarbons and other chemical substances being neither flammable 
nor toxic, on conditions that maximum pressure is higher than 4 bars and that the 
product MP x External Diameter exceeds 1500.  

 Sub-marine or sub-aquatic pipelines.  

The transporter has to draw a plan of periodic controls and maintenance. This plan is aimed at 
performing an exhaustive control of the pipe within a period of 10 years or 6 years (depending 
on the substance). The plan shall include:  

 inspections covering the whole pipeline and annex installations,  

 Detection of defaults and evaluation of their characteristics with comparison with 
acceptability criteria.  

 specific controls of the safety measures like limitation of the overpressure and isolation 
valves  

 specific controls of singular points like outdoor parts of pipes, crossing of rivers and 
sensitive natural spaces or pipes along road/highways structures  

 Controls of the cathodic protection.  

Acceptability criteria define if a default should require changes or modifications or controls. The 
repairs shall be made according to a professional recognized guide.  

The policy of control of ageing shall be justified and any explanations should be given to the 
competent authorities.  

The operator has to present an annual report to the competent authorities containing the 
implementation of the plan of periodic controls and maintenance, the results of the potential 
incidents, the performed controls, the potential repairs. 

Besides, for the pipelines of oxygen, combustible gas and flammable or toxic substances being 
liquid or gas at ambient temperature and at atmospheric pressure, the operator has to draw a 
safety management system.  

The professional guide developed by industrial operators and recognized by the competent 
authorities is the Guide GESIP (February 25th, 2009).  

3.3.2 Distribution gas pipelines 

The Act of July 13th, 2000 on the safety of flammable gas distribution pipelines is aimed at 
defining the minimal requirements for design, manufacturing, service and maintenance of gas 
distribution pipelines to preserve the safety of man and property.  

Article 20 focuses on the control of the pipeline.  
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The transporter shall draw systematic procedures describing the technical measures 
implemented to ensure control (in particular control of leaks, by walking or by the use of a car) 
and maintenance of the pipes and especially of the singular points like crossing of rivers or 
pipes along road/highways structures. The frequency and methods have to be precise.  

For buried pipes with external lining or other methods in replacement of cathodic protection 
specific controls have to be specified.  

The professional guide developed by industrial operators and recognized by the competent 
authorities is the Guide RSDG 14 rév. 1 (December, 2nd, 2005).  

3.4 Concerns regarding standards and guidance 
To manage industrial ageing, it is essential to elaborate an inspection plan. According to DT84, 
an inspection plan is a “Document that defines all of the operations prescribed by the 
Inspection Service to ensure the management, the status and the conformity over time of […] 
equipment or a group of […] equipment covered by surveillance”. It can be divided in 5 main 
steps:  

 Identify Important/Critical equipment;  

 Identify equipment critical parts;  

 Inspection and functional tests;  

 Inspectors qualification/Certification;  

 Maintenance/repair.  

This chapter presents a list of different standards and guides designed to complete these steps 
in order to prevent accidents due to ageing in SEVESO industries. Most quoted documents are 
described in three 2008 INERIS reports:  

 DRA-09-102957-07985C -DRA71 – Operation A4 / DRA73 – Operation C2.1 -Final 
Report -International Benchmark on regulations and practices as regards managing 
industrial installation ageing.  

 DRA-09-102957-08289B -DRA71 -Operation A1.2 / DRA73 -Operation C2.1: Managing 
industrial installation ageing -Refinery storage benchmark. This analysis targets two 
kinds of storage: LPG storage and atmospheric pressure storage tanks for flammable 
substances.  

 DVM-09-102957-08343B -DRA71 -Operation A1.2 / DRA73 -Operation C2.1: Managing 
industrial installation ageing -Refinery piping benchmark.  

These three reports are available from the INERIS website. Many following references can also 
be encountered in these HSE documents:  

 RR 509 ‘Plant Ageing’ Management of equipment containing hazardous fluids or 
pressure (2006).(http://www.hse.gov.uk/research/rrpdf/rr509.pdf) [17]  

 RR 823 ‘Plant Ageing Study’ Phase 1 report (2010). 
(http://www.hse.gov.uk/research/rrpdf/rr823.pdf). [18]  

The standards presented in this document are focused on six equipment categories:  

 Pressure equipment;  

 Atmospheric storage tank;  

 Piping;  

 Electric equipment and other security equipment;  
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 Civil works;  

 Pipelines.  

3.5 Technical guidance 
The following quoted references constitute the base of knowledge concerning ageing of the 
following equipment types:  

 Pressure equipment;  

 Atmospheric storage tank;  

 Piping;  

 Electric equipment and other security equipment;  

 Civil works;  

 Pipelines. First, the main standards are presented, then the French specific guides are 
listed.  

3.5.1 Main standards 

3.5.1.1 Risk based methodologies 

Numerous equipment is located in industrial installations, but all do not require the same 
examination frequency. Sometimes a country's Regulations may give details to identify specific 
critical equipment. For these cases, identification is primarily based on potential consequences 
if a failure occurs (using substance hazard, volume, pressure...). However the most common 
method in Seveso industries is the Risk Based Inspection methodology. Based on iso-
degradation loop and marker equipment this methodology enables a inspection prioritisation.  

Main guidance for risk based inspection are:  

 ASME – General Document Volume 1 CRTD-Vol.20-1[19]  

 API 580 : “Risk-Based Inspection”, 2002[20]  

 API 581 : “Base Resource Document on Risk Based Inspection”, 2008 [21]  

 EEMUA 206, Risk Based Inspection -A Guide to Effective Use of the RBI Process, 2006 
[22]  

 Guide professionnel EDF pour l’élaboration des plans d’inspection, EDF, 2004 [23]  

3.5.1.2 Pressure vessels  

It appears that pressure equipment is covered by mandatory inspections. There are no 
harmonised practices at European level, but there are common points between all practices 
that are very similar in general. For example there are common points concerning the operator 
responsibility and concerning the competence required to define inspection plans or to perform 
inspection operations. On the other hand this competence is validated by accreditations that 
are specific for each country.  

Some guides give information to identify the more sensitive area of pressure equipment. 
Recommendation to draw up inspection plans are given in these guides:  

 API 510 : Pressure Vessel Inspection Code: In-Service Inspection, Rating, Repair, and 
Alteration, 2006[24]  
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 The guide SAFed Pressure systems : Guidelines on Periodicity of examination – 
November 2003[25]  

 CODAP Division 3, Recommandations pour la Maintenance des Appareils à Pression, 
SNCT, 2013[26]  

 API RP 579-1/ASME FFS-1 2007 : Fitness for Service(second Edition)[27]  

Additional standards give information about the inspections and functional tests on pressure 
equipment. Interval between examinations and type of inspections are available:  

 SAFed Guidelines for Competent person – In-service examination of pressure systems 
pipework – October 2008[28]  

 Institute of Petroleum – Pressure Vessel examination – Part 12 of the Model Code of 
safe Practice in the Petroleum industry – March 1993[29]  

 EN 12819 : LPG equipment and accessories. Inspection and requalification of LPG tanks 
greater than 13 m3, 2009[30]  

 EN 12917 : LPG equipment and accessories. Inspection and requalification of LPG tanks 
up to and including 13 m3, 2010[31]. 

The body performing the inspections must have the relevant competence to select which guide 
is suited to the equipment studied and must be able to justify the options retained to the 
relevant authorities (degradation modes, etc.).  

3.5.1.3 Atmospheric storage 

Contrary to pressure equipment, the regulation does not prescribe lead-time and means of 
action for atmospheric storage. Nevertheless, they are covered by a requirement to maintain 
mechanical integrity. Professional guides or standards serve as technical reference in terms of 
best practices.  

Four guides give information on atmospheric storage inspection, maintenance and repair:  

 API 653 : “Tank inspection, Repair, Alteration and Reconstruction”, 2008[32]  

 EEUMA publication 159, Users guide to the Inspection, maintenance and repair of above 
ground vertical cylindrical steel tank, ISBN 0 85931 1317, 3rd edition, 2003[33]  

 CODRES division 2 : recommandations pour la maintenance des réservoirs de stockage 
cylindriques verticaux (S.N.C.T.), 2009 [34]  

 Chemical storage tank systems – good practice: ‘Guidance on design, manufacture, 
installation, operation, inspection and maintenance’ (C598), published by CIRIA in 2003 
(ISBN 0 86017 598 7).[35]  

There are few international standards dedicated to the mechanical integrity of refrigerated 
storage. EEMUA 159[33] is the most complete document for this kind of equipment. 

Other specific can be used for example: 

 EEUMA 183, Guide for the prevention of bottom leakage from vertical cylindrical, steel 
storage tanks[36]  

 API RP 575: Inspection of Atmospheric and Low Pressure Storage Tanks[37]  

 API RP 579-1/ASME FFS-1 2007 : Fitness for Service(second Edition)[38]  
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3.5.1.4 On site piping 

Three guides give us information to identify the more sensitive area of piping. Prior application 
to these guidelines, refinery inspection service applied a criticality-based approach. It should 
be noted that inspections for piping are generally less severe (less often, with fewer pressure 
tests) than for vessels.  

Currently, pipe criticality assessment methods are generally based on the RBI standards 
developed by the American Petroleum Institute:  

 API 570 Piping Inspection Code: 2nd Edition 1998[39]  

 API 574 “Inspection of Piping, Tubing and Fittings”, 1990 [40]  

 API RP 579-1/ASME FFS-1 2007 : Fitness for Service(second Edition) [39]  

There are additional guides containing information about the inspections and functional tests 
on piping:  

 SAFed – Guidelines for Competent person – In-service examination of pressure systems 
pipework – October 2008 [28]  

 Pressure Piping Systems Examinations: Model Code of Safe Practice IP 13 2nd Edition 
1993[43]  

3.5.1.5 Safety systems 

The way safety systems are monitored seems very similar from one country to another. Safety 
system integrity is covered by European standards:  

 EN 61508 Parts 1-8 – Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable electronic 
safety related systems, 2011[44]  

 EN 61511 -Functional safety –. Safety instrumented systems for the process industry 
sector, 2005[45]  

 ISO 14224: “Petroleum, Petrochemical and gas industries -Collection and exchange of 
reliability and maintenance data for equipment”, 2012[46]  

3.5.1.6 Pipelines  

Three guides help operators to develop an integrity management program. These guides are 
technical reference in terms of best practices and comply with the regulation.  

 API 1160 Managing System Integrity for Hazardous Liquid Pipelines, 2013[47]  

 ASME B31.8S , Managing System Integrity of Gas Pipelines, 2004[48]  

 GESIP 07.04 Surveillance, maintenance et réparations des canalisations de transport, 
2007[49]  

Other standards give information concerning inspections on pipelines:  

 ASME B31.8 Gas transmission and distribution piping systems, 2003[50]  

 ASME B31.4 Pipeline transportation systems for liquid hydrocarbons and other liquids, 
2002[51]  

 ASME B31G Manual for Determining the Remaining Strength of Corroded Pipelines, 
ASME 2001[52] 
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3.5.1.7 Civil engineering  

There is no standard document that specifically details monitoring elements for civil 
engineering aspects in SEVESO industries, except the few documents below:  

 PSG29 – Richtijn voor bovengrondse opslag van brandbare vloeistoffen in verticale 
cilindrische tanks : October 2008 (Directive for above ground storage of flammable 
liquids in vertical cylindrical tanks)[53]  

 EEUMA publication 159, Users guide to the Inspection, maintenance and repair of above 
ground vertical cylindrical steel tank, ISBN 0 85931 1317, 3rd edition, 2003[54]  

 UKLPG – code of practice 1 – Bulk LPG storage at fixed Installations – Part 3 : 2006 – 
Examination and Inspection[55]  

3.5.2 French guidance 

In France, dedicated guides has been developed by industrial associations (UFIP, UIC, AFGC, 
GESIP..) to satisfy the regulations.  

3.5.2.1 Pressure vessels 

French regulations on pressure equipment, especially AM 15/03/00[56], specifies the 
monitoring of the pressure equipment covered.  

At refineries, in France, regulatory monitoring measures are coordinated by the refinery’s 
Recognised Inspection Service. The fundamental monitoring principles are the same as for 
facilities that do not have an SIR. Nevertheless, implementing advanced monitoring methods 
(like RBIs) allow SIRs to modulate the various inspections. The guides in use are :  

 Guide pour l’établissement des plans d’inspection (périodicités IP et RP 5 et 10 ans) – 
UIC/UFIP/CTNIIC document DT 32 révision 2 – 2008[57]  

 Guide pour l’établissement des plans d’inspection permettant de définir la nature et les 
périodicités d’inspections périodiques et de recalifications périodiques pouvant être 
supérieures à cinq et –dix ans-UIC/UFIP document DT 84 – 2006[58]  

 Inspection réglementaire des équipements sous pression revêtus extérieurement ou 
intérieurement, AQUAP -révision 2 – décembre 2005 – approuvé par BSEI n°06-011 de 
janvier 2006[59]  

3.5.2.2 Atmospheric storage tanks 

Monitoring of the tanks is based on the three inspection steps below:  

 Frequent rounds and visual inspection  

 An external in-service inspection  

 An extensive internal inspection.  

Inspection frequencies are adapted to suite storage related hazards, knowledge of the storage 
and the results of prior inspections. The main guidance to perform these inspections is :  

 Guide d’inspection et de maintenance des réservoirs aériens cylindriques verticaux 
DT94, UIC/UFIP, 2011[60] 
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The guidance for refrigerated storage proposes a methodology adapted to the specific design 
and working conditions of the equipment:  

 Guide des bonnes pratiques pour l’inspection des réservoirs cryogéniques de stockage 
d’ammoniac, UNIFA, 2008[61]  

 Guide d’inspection et de maintenance des réservoirs cryogéniques-DT97, UIC/AFGC, 
2012[62]  

3.5.2.3 Piping  

For on-site piping, specific guidance is used in addition to the two RBI guides:  

 Guide Technique Professionnel Pour l’inspection des tuyauteries en exploitation DT96, 
UFIP/UIC/AFGC[63]  

 Guide pour l’établissement des plans d’inspection (périodicités IP et RP 5 et 10 ans) – 
UIC/UFIP/CTNIIC document DT 32 révision 2 – juin 2008[57]  

 Guide pour l’établissement des plans d’inspection permettant de définir la nature et les 
périodicités d’inspections périodiques et de recalifications périodiques pouvant être 
supérieures à cinq et –dix ans-UIC/UFIP document DT 84 – June 2006[64]  

3.5.2.4 Safety systems  

For safety measures, a specific guide is used:  

 Guide méthodologique pour la gestion et la maîtrise du vieillissement des Mesures de 
Maîtrise des Risques Instrumentées DT93, UIC/UFIP, 2011[65]  

3.5.2.5 Civil works  

For civil works, two specific guides are used:  

 Guide de surveillance des ouvrages de génie civil et structures -Cuvettes de rétention et 
fondations de reservoirs DT 92, UFIP/UIC, 2011[66]  

 Guide de surveillance des ouvrages de génie civil et structures Ponts de tuyauteries DT 
98, UIC/UFIP, 2012[67]  

3.5.2.6 Off-site pipelines  

Concerning pipelines, the main standards in use are:  

 Surveillance, maintenance et réparations des canalisations de transport -GESIP, 
Rapport n° 2007/04[68]  

 Canalisation de transport: méthodologie pour la réalisation d'un plan de surveillance et 
d'intervention sur une canalisation de transport (PSI), 07-01, GESIP, 2007[69]. 
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4. Standards and Regulations in Risk Management 

Managing assets is about making decisions. From this it follows that Life Cycle cost (LCC) and 
in some cases Life Cycle benefit/cost analysis is a critical concept for making investment 
decisions, and therefore should be incorporated in the engineering and management routines 
of infrastructure systems.  

However, several important questions remain before one may conduct a meaningful LCC 
analysis. These relate to the determination of the Life Cycle of a new, maintained, rehabilitated 
or retrofitted structure and its expected performance along the Life Cycle regarding the limit 
states. The impacts of uncertainty in estimating the risk involved in establishing appropriate 
demand envelopes for various limit events are significant for LCC analysis in design and in 
maintenance management. 

The CWA 63:2010 was prepared by CEN Workshop 63 "Condition Determination for Integrated 
Lifetime Assessment of constructed facilities and Components” the secretariat of which is held 
by ON. It was developed through close collaboration with experts from the IRIS project 
"Integrated European Industrial Risk Reduction System”, supported by the European Union's 
Seventh Framework Programme. Work in this project was organized in eight work projects. 

In the course of the IRIS project methodologies for Life Cycle management of constructed 
infrastructure were developed. In order to meet the infrastructure owner’s governing 
requirements regarding safety, operability and durability, the present CWA addresses the 
following major aspects: 

 The determination/estimation of the design life of new structures 

 The determination/estimation of the residual life of existing structures 

 Assessment criteria whether the real degradation process – determined by proper 
technologies - corresponds with the assumed and applied life cycle model, in order to 
take corrective measures in cases of accelerated ageing 

 Maintenance instructions to ensure the intended service life 

IRIS/WP 3 & WP 7 and CEN Workshop 63 experts from universities, consultancies, public 
authorities and standardization bodies contributed to the work. The present CWA has received 
the support of representatives of these sectors. 

4.1 Scope of the chapter 
The objective of the CWA was to elaborate a standard framework for the results of the IRIS 
Project. It is recognized that there cannot be one extensive methodology fit for all specific 
industries.  

There is a simple basic model with considerable uncertainties, which is improved step by step 
through introduction and evaluation of new knowledge gained about a structure. The ideal 
result is a precise assessment of the condition with reasonable margins of uncertainty. The 
model is able to show the successive impact during the long-term deterioration process as well 
as the effect of sudden changes in condition (retrofit actions of local failure). It is recognized 
that the individual results from visual inspection and assessment will influence the quality of 
the prediction. Nevertheless after a number of assessments these uncertainties will be reduced 
to reasonable levels.  
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It is acknowledged that the basic model shall be kept simple and transparent for the end-
users. In return the background computation is expected to become more and more complex 
with every new knowledge and methodology developed.  

Therefore the concept is to give a common understanding on structural ageing in general, 
which can be incorporated into different industrial applications and adapted regarding the 
industry-specific demands.  
 
 

 
Figure 11. Service life versus health capacity.  

 

In further consequence the focus of the CWA is given on the area of bridge infrastructure, as 
there the most mature status within the IRIS Project has been reached.  

The aspect of acceptance of structural failure and accidents is always depending on the 
involved individual society. The current document already reflects the current situation in 
Austria, Germany, the Netherlands and the USA. 

4.1.1 Background - Asset management 

In the following an overall assessment scheme for asset management on the network level is 
described very briefly. The scheme is divided in two main processes: 

 

FLOWCHART 1: 

INPUT DATA with regard to Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) & Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA) 

 

FLOWCHART 2: 

LCA & LCCA itself, addressing the determination of maintenance schedules (composed by 
individual treatments) and linked to Budget category-related optimization. 

In both flowcharts those parts, being explicitly covered by the current CWA are highlighted 
(yellow marking) and are discussed in full detail in the following chapters. 
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It is to be pointed out, that the shown assessment scheme utilises conventional ratings (from 
structural inspection), that are usually available for every structure or can easily be provided. 
Neither the assessment scheme itself or the underlying rating process are intended to be 
standardized - but the curve describing structural ageing (Lifeline). Thus the intention of the 
CWA is to improve the current practice of maintenance budget planning based on ratings. The 
given ratings are transformed into health indices and incorporated into comprehensive life 
cycle calculations. By this means the gap between rating and service life considerations is 
bridged.  

 

B 

Figure 12. Base perspective analysed road network.  
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Figure 13. Analysis and optimisation of ageing.  

4.2 Normative reference 
Previous activities and work of other groups worldwide have already produced a basic set of 
standards. The most sophisticated procedure is established in Germany, where based on 
existing DIN-standards, specific rules for application in different industries are being developed 
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by VDI (Verein Deutscher Ingenieure). A dense network of certification agencies (managed by 
TÜV) takes care of sound and safe procedures. Nevertheless the current practice does not take 
account of the typical end of life situation with assessment of lifetime extension.  

In terms of standards, there are no referenced documents being indispensable for the 
application of this document. Certain relevant literature and a list of standards giving an 
overview on the related activities have been added to the bibliography. For Risk management 
and Asset management, ISO 31000 and ISO 55000, have been considered. 

4.3 ISO 31000 2009-05-25 Risk management – Principles & 
guidelines.  

This International Standard provides principles and generic guidelines on risk management. 

This International Standard can be used by any public, private or community enterprise, 
association, group or individual. Therefore, this International Standard is not specific to any 
industry or sector. 

This International Standard can be applied throughout the life of an organization, and to a 
wide range of activities, including strategies and decisions, operations, processes, functions, 
projects, products, services and assets. This International Standard can be applied to any type 
of risk, whatever its nature, whether having positive or negative consequences. 

Although this International Standard provides generic guidelines, it is not intended to promote 
uniformity of risk management across organizations. The design and implementation of risk 
management plans and frameworks will need to take into account the varying needs of a 
specific organization, its particular objectives, context, structure, operations, processes, 
functions, projects, products, services, or assets and specific practices employed. 

It is intended that this International Standard be utilized to harmonize risk management 
processes in existing and future standards. It provides a common approach in support of 
standards dealing with specific risks and/or sectors, and does not replace those standards. 

This International Standard is not intended for the purpose of certification. 

4.4 ISO 55000 2012-11-12 Asset management –overview, principles 
and terminology.  

This International Standard provides an overview of the benefits, principles, concepts and 
terminology relating to assets, asset management and asset management systems (i.e. 
management systems for the management of assets). It also provides the context for ISO 
55001 Asset management – Management systems – Requirements; and ISO55002 Asset 
management – Management systems – Guidelines for the application of ISO 55001.  

This International Standard is primarily intended for use by: 

 those involved in the establishment, implementation, maintenance and improvement of 
an asset management system; 

 those involved in delivering asset management activities and service providers; 

The adoption of the ISO 5500X suite of standards can enable an organization to achieve its 
intended outcomes through the effective and efficient management of its assets. The 
application of an asset management system provides assurance that those outcomes can be 
achieved consistently and sustainably over time. The requirements set out in ISO 55001 
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provide a structured approach for developing an asset management system to support the 
achievement of an organization’s objectives. 

Asset management can realize value from assets in the delivery of organizational objectives. 
What constitutes value will depend on these objectives as well the nature and purpose of the 
organization and the needs and expectations of its stakeholders. Value can be related to 
economic, environmental, social or other appropriate outcomes. 

Asset management supports the achievement of benefits while balancing cost, risk and 
performance related to assets. The benefits of asset management can include, but are not 
limited to: 

 Improved financial performance - improved services, outputs, return on investment and 
reduced costs can result without sacrificing short or long-term organizational 
performance. This can also lead to the preservation of asset value. 

 Managed risk – reduced financial losses, improved safety, minimized environmental and 
social impact, resulting in reduced liabilities such as insurance premiums, fines and 
penalties. 

 Improved services and outputs – consistently matching the needs and expectations of 
the customer and achieving required service levels. 

 Corporate/social responsibility – improved ability to demonstrate socially responsible 
and ethical business practices within the organization’s community. 

 Demonstrated compliance – transparent conformity with requirements and adherence 
to asset management standards, policies and processes can be achieved. 

 Enhanced reputation – through improved customer satisfaction, stakeholder awareness 
and confidence. 

 Improved organizational sustainability – appropriate handling of short and long-term 
effects, expenditures and performance can improve sustainability of operations and the 
organization. 

An organization which incorporates and integrates an asset management system into its 
overall management system can have a comprehensive framework that provides the 
organization with the opportunity to link outcomes and asset management objectives with 
specific organizational objectives. An organization that implements an asset management 
system can achieve significant competitive or operational advantages by ensuring that assets 
are made available where they provide the most benefit. 
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3. ISO 13824 (2009), Bases for design of structures -- General principles on risk 
assessment of systems involving structures  

4. ISO 13824 (2009), Bases for design of structures -- General principles on risk 
assessment of systems involving structures  

5. ISO 14040 (2000), Environmental management - Life cycle assessment – Principles and 
Framework 

6. ISO 14044 (2006), Environmental management - Life cycle assessment - Requirements 
and guidelines 

7. ISO14963 (2003), Mechanical vibration and shock - Guidelines for dynamic tests and 
investigations on bridges and viaducts 

8. ISO 15686-2 (2001), Buildings and constructed assets - Service life planning - Service 
life prediction procedures 

9. ISO 15686-7 (2006), Buildings and constructed assets Service life planning - 
Performance evaluation for feedback 

10. ISO 15686-8 (2008), Buildings and constructed assets - Service-life planning - 
Reference service life and service-life estimation 

11. ISO 15686-10 (2009), Buildings and constructed assets - Service-life planning - When 
to assess functional performance 

12. ISO 16587 (2004), Mechanical vibration and shock - Performance parameters for 
condition monitoring of structures  

13. ISO 18649 (2004), Mechanical vibration - Evaluation of measurement results from 
dynamic tests and investigations on bridges 

14. ISO 19900:2002 Petroleum and natural gas industries -- General requirements for 
offshore structures 

15. ISO 19901 1 2005-11-15 Petroleum and natural gas industries-Specific requirements 
for offshore structures 

16. ISO 19902 Fixed Steel Offshore Structures, Chapter 24 In-service inspection and 
structural integrity management 

17. ISO 31000 2009-05-25_Risk management - Principles and guideline 

18. ISO 55000 2012-11-12 Asset Management-Overview, principles and terminology 

19. DIN 1076 1999-11-01 Ingenieurbauwerke im Zuge von Straßen u Wegen Überwachung 
und Prüfung 

20. DNV-OS-C401 Fabrication and Testing of Offshore Structures 

21. DNV-OS-J101 Design of Offshore Wind Turbine Structures 

22. DNV-OS-J101 Design of Offshore Wind Turbine Structures Section 13 In-service 
inspection, maintenance and monitoring 

23. GL Wind 2005 IV-2 Guidelines for the Certification of Offshore Wind Turbines 

24. GL 2007 Industrial Services Part 6 Offshore Technology  
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5.  Seismic Risk Glossary 

5.1 Introduction 
When we look for the definition of risk many different variations can be found. A major task of 
harmonisation will therefore be to collect all these definitions, to display them properly and to 
finally sort out one definition of relevance. The consortium has decided that for the term 
“Risk” ISO 31000 should be favoured.  

This information will be offered online in a Wiki where the users can have a look at the various 
definitions, choose their own favourite and eventually add another version of their own. In the 
long run this will lead to harmonised glossaries and improve semantics in this sector 
considerably.  

Term from various sectors have been compiled from the following sources: 

 IRIS - GLOSSARY OF RISK RELATED TERMS (AUTH). Contact: wenzel@vce.at  

 SAMCO MONITORING GLOSSARY: STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS FOR VBHM OF BRIDGES 
(VCE). Contact: wenzel@vce.at  

 Structural health monitoring glossary (IBS-Glisic). Contact: bglisic@Princeton.EDU  

 CEN - Ageing Behaviour of Structural Components for Integrated Lifetime Assessment 
and Asset Management (VCE). Contact: veit-egerer@vce.at  

 ISO 31 000 

 ISO 55 000 

 ISO 2041 

 ISO Guide 73 

 ISO 9000 

 ISO 14001 

 ISO Guide 51 

 ISO 22301 

 IAEA Safety Glossary. Contact: Klaus.Kerkhof@mpa.uni-stuttgart.de  

 Wikipedia 

 UNISDR 

In the following chapter three main terms have been chosen and analysed reporting various 
definitions found in different accredited sources. The terms here presented are: risk, failure, 
and hazard.  

5.2 Risk 

5.2.1 IRIS - GLOSSARY OF RISK RELATED TERMS (AUTH) 

A function between the probability (or frequency) of either the exposure to a risk factor or the 
occurrence of an event, an activity or a decision alternative within a specified context of 
analysis and the negative impact (or consequence) – such as damage, loss or deviation from 
an expected outcome – associated with that event.  

Risk, conventionally, is expressed by the notation ‘Risk = Probability x Consequence’, which 
reflects the two fundamental constituents, i.e. the concept of chance and the concept of 
negative impact. It is important always to consider the context in which risks are perceived 
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and that stakeholders do not necessarily share the same perceptions of risk and their 
underlying causes.    

5.2.2 SAMCO MONITORING GLOSSARY, STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS FOR VBHM OF 
BRIDGES (VCE) 

Qualitative: A situation that exposes (e.g. lives, goods, society, etc.) to threat. Quantitative: 
Expected value (e.g. number of injuries/lives lost, costs, economy losses for society, etc.) of 
an undesirable outcome (e.g. failure of structure or structural element) caused by external or 
internal vulnerabilities combined with natural or man-made hazards. The risk R(H) due to a 
hazard H is calculated as the product of the probability of the hazard p(H), vulnerability p(f|H) 
to the hazard H (probability of failure given the hazard), and the quantified consequences v(f) 
(number of injuries/lives lost, costs, economy losses for society, etc.) of outcome f (e.g. 
failure). This is expressed by the following equation: 

R(H) = p(H) × p(f|H) × v(f)   

The risk is calculated as the sum of risks due to all the hazard scenarios: 

R = ∑HR(H)  

Risk may or may not be mitigated through preventive or corrective actions. 

5.2.3 ISO 31 000, ISO 55 000, ISO Guide 73, ISO 14001 

Effect of uncertainty on objectives 

Note 1 to entry: An effect is a deviation from the expected — positive and/or negative. 

Note 2 to entry: Objectives can relate to different disciplines (such as financial, health and 
safety, and environmental goals) and can apply at different levels (such as strategic, 
organization-wide, project, product and process). 

Note 3 to entry: Risk is often characterized by reference to potential events (ISO Guide 73, 
3.5.1.3) and consequences (ISO Guide 73, 3.6.1.3) or a combination of these. 

Note 4 to entry: Risk is often expressed in terms of a combination of the consequences of an 
event (including changes in circumstances) and the associated likelihood (ISO Guide 73, 
3.6.1.1) of occurrence. 

NOTE 5 Uncertainty is the state, even partial, of deficiency of information related to, 
understanding or knowledge of an event, its consequence, or likelihood. 

[SOURCE: ISO/IEC Guide 73, definition 1.1] 

5.2.4 ISO 9000 

Effect of uncertainty on an expected result 

Note 1 to entry: An effect is a deviation from the expected — positive or negative. 

Note 2 to entry: Uncertainty is the state, even partial, of deficiency of information related to, 
understanding or knowledge of, an event, its consequence, or likelihood. 

Note 3 to entry: Risk is often characterized by reference to potential events (ISO Guide 73, 
3.5.1.3) and consequences (ISO Guide 73, 3.6.1.3), or a combination of these. 

Note 4 to entry: Risk is often expressed in terms of a combination of the consequences of an 
event (including changes in circumstances) and the associated likelihood (ISO Guide 73, 
3.6.1.1) of occurrence. 
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Note 5 to entry: The term “risk” is sometimes used when there is only the possibility of 
negative consequences 

5.2.5 ISO Guide 51 

Combination of the probability of occurrence of harm and the severity of that harm 

Note 1 to entry: The probability of occurrence includes the exposure to a hazardous situation, 
the occurrence of a hazardous event and the possibility to avoid or limit the harm. 

5.2.6 ISO 22301 

Effect of uncertainty on objectives 

NOTE 1 an effect is a deviation from the expected — positive or negative. 

NOTE 2 Objectives can have different aspects (such as financial, health and safety, and 
environmental goals) and can apply at different levels (such as strategic, organization-wide, 
project, product and process). An objective can be expressed in other ways, e.g. as an 
intended outcome, a purpose, an operational criterion, as a business continuity objective or by 
the use of other words with similar meaning (e.g. aim, goal, or target). 

NOTE 3 Risk is often characterized by reference to potential events (Guide 73, 3.5.1.3) and 
consequences (Guide 73, 3.6.1.3), or a combination of these. 

NOTE 4 Risk is often expressed in terms of a combination of the consequences of an event 
(including changes in circumstances) and the associated likelihood (Guide 73, 3.6.1.1) of 
occurrence. 

NOTE 5 Uncertainty is the state, even partial, of deficiency of information related to, 
understanding or knowledge of, an event, its consequence, or likelihood.  

5.2.7 IAEA Safety Glossary   

Depending on the context, the term risk may be used to represent a quantitative measure (as, 
for example, in definitions (1) and (2)) or as a qualitative concept (as often for definition (3)). 

1. A multi attribute quantity expressing hazard, danger or chance of harmful or injurious 
consequences associated with actual or potential exposures. It relates to quantities 
such as the probability that specific deleterious consequences may arise and the 
magnitude and character of such consequences.  

2.  The mathematical mean (expectation value) of an appropriate measure of a specified 
(usually unwelcome) consequence.  

3. The probability of a specified health effect occurring in a person or group as a result of 
exposure to radiation. 

5.2.8 UNISDR 

Risk is the combination of the probability of an event and its negative consequences. 

5.2.9 Wikipedia 

Risk is the potential of loss (an undesirable outcome, however not necessarily so) resulting 
from a given action, activity and/or inaction. The notion implies that a choice having an 
influence on the outcome sometimes exists (or existed). Potential losses themselves may also 
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be called "risks". Any human endeavour carries some risk, but some are much riskier than 
others. 

5.3 Failure 

5.3.1 IRIS - GLOSSARY OF RISK RELATED TERMS (AUTH) 

Inability to achieve a defined performance threshold. 

5.3.2 SAMCO MONITORING GLOSSARY STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS FOR VBHM OF 
BRIDGES (VCE) 

Failure:  The state or condition of a structure or its component that becomes unable to function 
for expected services. 

Structural failure could occur because of various reasons, such as a) yielding; b) fatigue 
failure; c) corrosion failure; d) ductile or brittle fracture; e) creep rupture; or even too much 
deflection elastically, if the design was not appropriate or external loads exceed the expected 
magnitude. 

5.3.3 CEN - Ageing Behaviour of Structural Components for Integrated Lifetime 
Assessment and Asset Management (VCE)   

Loss of the ability of a structure or its parts to perform a specified function 

5.3.4 IAEA Safety Glossary   

Inability of a structure, system or component to function within the acceptance criteria. 

Note that the structure, system or component is considered to fail when it becomes incapable 
of functioning, whether or not this is needed at that time. A failure in, for example, a backup 
system may not be manifest until the system is called upon to function, either during testing 
or on failure of the system it is backing up. 

5.3.5 Wikipedia 

Failure is the state or condition of not meeting a desirable or intended objective, and may be 
viewed as the opposite of success. Product failure ranges from failure to sell the product to 
fracture of the product, in the worst cases leading to personal injury, the province of forensic 
engineering. 

5.4 Hazard 

5.4.1 IRIS - GLOSSARY OF RISK RELATED TERMS (AUTH) 

A physical event or phenomenon, substance, human activity, condition, or a combination 
between two or more of the above, that may potentially cause harm such as loss of life, injury 
or other health impacts, property damage, loss of livelihoods and services, social and economic 
disruption, or environmental damage. 

The magnitude of the phenomenon, the probability of its occurrence and the extent and 
severity of its impact can vary and that is the reason why hazards are characterised by the 
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parameters of location, intensity, and probability. In technical settings, hazards are described 
quantitatively by the likely frequency of occurrence of different intensities for different areas, 
as determined from historical data or scientific analysis. 

5.4.2 Structural Health Monitoring Glossary (IBS-Glisic)  

A situation that creates a threat (e.g. to lives, goods, society, etc.). There are two broad types 
of hazard in bridge management. 

5.4.3 ISO Guide 73 

Source of potential harm 

NOTE Hazard can be a risk source 

5.4.4 ISO Guide 51 

Potential source of harm 

5.4.5 UNISDR 

Hazard is a dangerous phenomenon, substance, human activity or condition that may cause 
loss of life, injury or other health impacts, property damage, loss of livelihoods and services, 
social and economic disruption, or environmental damage. 

5.4.6 Wikipedia 

A hazard is a situation that poses a level of threat to life, health, property, or environment. 
Most hazards are dormant or potential, with only a theoretical risk of harm; however, once a 
hazard becomes "active", it can create an emergency situation. A hazardous situation that has 
come to pass is called an incident. Hazard and possibility interact together to create risk. For 
hazards in the context of risk assessment, see Hazard (risk). A hazard is any biological, 
chemical, mechanical, environmental or physical agent that is reasonably likely to cause harm 
or damage to humans, other organisms, or the environment in the absence of its control. This 
can include, but is not limited to: asbestos, electricity, microbial pathogens, motor vehicles, 
nuclear power plants, pesticides, vaccines, and X-rays. Identification of hazards is the first step 
in performing a risk assessment and in some cases risk assessment may not even be 
necessary. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 General introduction 
There is no standard taxonomy for structures in offshore wind parks. This concept serves to 
describe the approach proposed for specific transformer offshore platforms. The concept 
nevertheless is of generic nature and can be applied to other platforms as well to the 
structures of other offshore wind assets.  

The basis is the state of science and technology in 2012 with specific reference to the large 
collaborative research project IRIS of the European Commission (CP-IP 213968-2). 

Being robust designed structures transformer platforms require a global monitoring approach 
to support risk based decision making. It is acknowledged by the community that the System 
Response of a structure requires all necessary information to satisfy the two guiding 
objectives of this specific health monitoring campaign: 

 To assess ultimate load 

 To inform about the fatigue status 

Furthermore this concept can also serve for the online real-time monitoring of known hot spots 
and points of specific interest (i.e. grouted joints).   

Structure of this Document: This document explains in chapter 1 the basic concept and 
provides a justification for its application. In the subsequent chapters the proposed system for 
specific offshore platforms is given: 

 Chapter 2 describes the structure and the proposed monitoring system (hardware). 

 Chapter 3 describes the monitoring methodology and output (software) 

 Chapter 4 describes the specific application of the proposed SHM system to asset and 
risk management of platforms. 

 Chapter 5 provides the scientific background for the decision support system  

 Chapter 6 gives an overview on the literature and respective codes and standards. 

1.2 Motivation for Structural Health Monitoring 
Assets have to be properly managed. Management requires accurate information for decision 
making. Exposed structures of high importance are therefore equipped with systems 
performing structural health monitoring (SHM) online and in real time.  

Offshore structures typically fall into this category. The concept sets the preconditions: 

 They are remotely located and are difficult to access most of the time 

 They are designed to operate during a given period (i.e. 25 years) without requiring 
any structural maintenance or repair works 

 The design is based on regulations which provide an average load regime which not 
necessarily reflects the actual conditions on site. 
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The life cycle of an offshore structure varies considerably from the typical critical infrastructure 
onshore.  

The following figure shows the 6 typical stages of a structural life cycle and shows differences 
in the cost allocation between offshore structure, bridges and typical buildings. 

 
Figure A-1. Compared life cycle curves. 

The degradation concept is also given showing the difference between ordinary and robust 
structures. While the mean degradation for an ordinary structure coincides with the design 
lifetime, robust structures carry additional capacities (in other words safety) which produce 
conditions that allow the uncertainties appearing in an unfavourable way without jeopardizing 
the safety of the structure.  

Considering the fact that real conditions cannot be inspected or tested anytime, it is desired to 
receive information on the structural condition from a permanent monitoring system. Current 
structural health monitoring technology is able to reliably supply this information. 

1.2.1 Relationship Investment Costs – Life Cycle Costs 

It is a well-proven fact that the costs invested into the implementation of a structure 
considerable influence the life cycle costs. In the case of bridges the investment of 10 % in 
addition to the basic requirement can save 50 % of the costs necessary for maintenance, 
repair and rehabilitation. Offshore structures take advantage of this fact. The initial 
overdesign, not chosen for cost reasons, allows the reduction of costs for maintenance during 
the operation period to a minimum. 

In bridges there is well-established experience on that phenomenon available. Robust bridges 
are extremely redundant and damage tolerant. Cost optimized structures show deficiencies 
quickly whenever unexpected load combinations appear or unfavourable general conditions 
exist. Another strong argument for overdesign is that considerably lower costs for 
modifications and extension of lifetime are to be expected.  
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This concept has decisive influence on the monitoring strategy. Considering the fact that minor 
damages will not jeopardize normal operation a monitoring concept has to be chosen that is 
able to detect changes in the system long before they become relevant for operation. It is 
obvious that monitoring the system response is the adequate strategy. 

1.3 Proposed Monitoring Concept 
Considering the character of robust structures it is advisable to monitor the System 
Response of the structure. It describes reliably how the structure behaves under the actual 
loads on site. Any change in the system response or time (i.e. degradation) can be identified 
and compared to the pre-set target values. The monitoring system determines the condition 
index in real time and warns automatically in case of deviation from the targets.  

The appropriate methodology to determine the system response is Ambient Vibration 
Monitoring (AVM). Structures show a significant vibration behaviour which may be addressed 
as “vibrational signature”. This dynamic behaviour is typical for any structure and can be 
obtained by appropriate measurements and used for the assessment of the condition of a 
structure as well as for the detection of any changes over time. It is applied since 20 years and 
already well established. Reference is made to respective publications in enclosed list. Ambient 
Vibration Monitoring (AVM) in combination with System Identification (SI) reliably provides 
the system response under real site conditions. 

1.4 Clear objectives for this monitoring concept 
Monitoring concepts for standard structures have been developed to a professional level 
already. For robust, difficult to access structures it is necessary to develop an adjusted 
concept. The main objectives therefore have to be: 

 The monitoring system has to operate reliably and independently over a long time 
period without the possibility of maintenance on site. 

 The monitoring system has to provide information online and in real time on the actual 
condition of the structure and has to deliver data for prognosis and decision making. 

 Periodic reports explaining the results, such as: condition of the structure, consumed 
lifetime, counting of the load cycles and eventual changes in the boundary conditions 
(i.e. soil structure interaction) have to be presented in an understandable and 
concessive way as a basis for decision making by asset management. 

1.5 Specific application at structures in offshore wind energy projects 
The concept proposed by the large collaborative research project IRIS of the European 
Commission (refer to chapter 4) is providing a conclusive concept for monitoring and 
assessment of industrial plants and has been applied successfully. The proposed concept for 
application offshore contains the following activities: 

1. Establishment of a load model: The basic model follows the respective paragraphs of 
existing codes and guidelines (refer to chapter 6). At extraordinary structures the actual 
loads are not known and it is therefore recommendable to calibrate the load model by a 
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permanent monitoring system. It has been proven that in 95 % of the cases actual 
loads are far below the values given in standards. 

2. Establishment of static structural model: This is available in most of the cases through 
structural design. It provides an overview on the structural concept and allows 
understanding the boundary conditions applied. 

3. Establishment of a dynamic structural model: This model clearly describes the 
theoretical system behaviour and is depending, besides the exact distribution of mass, 
on assumed boundary conditions. The assessment of the character of the foundation is 
therefore of decisive importance. 

4. Monitoring Campaign to determine real behaviour: Using a mobile monitoring system 
the “real system behaviour” of the structure is measured. Mobile sensors are based on 
a number of given points on the structure which record system response. The results 
will be visualized in a 3D model to allow direct comparison to the theoretical model 
(refer to the item above).  

5. System identification: The theoretical model will be adjusted to the measured system 
response. For this purpose the key performance indicators frequency, mode shapes and 
damping will be considered over a number of Eigen frequencies. The more fundamental 
frequencies will be introduced into the Duhamel integral (refer to subsequent chapters), 
the better the update of the theoretical model will be. The end product is a calibrated 
model allowing computation of real behaviour resulting in realistic stress and strain 
values.  

6. Sensitivity analysis: The available model after system update allows performing 
sensitivity analysis which enables the identification of eventual hotspots. Through this 
exercise it will be determined which parameter shall be monitored by the system to be 
installed in order to identify changes in system response. The redundancy of the system 
against failure of simple elements of the structure will be also estimated at this 
occasion. The results will be compared to cases collected in a data base over the past 
20 years. 

7. Design, delivery and installation of a permanent monitoring system: Based on the 
knowledge gained of the sensitivity analysis a monitoring system will be designed which 
is able to deliver the necessary information on system response. As this information is 
extracted in the dynamic domain it is feasible to apply acceleration sensors. These are 
most robust and reliable and able to work over long periods of time and sensible 
enough to identify small changes. Experience has showed that only a few sensors are 
sufficient to reliably describe system response. 

8. Handling of data: Principally all raw data recorded over the entire project period are to 
be stored. This allows applications of eventual new methodologies and technologies on 
a existent long data set. In general data are stored on site and preliminary results will 
be transmitted over the web interface to the home base. The raw data remain in the 
data storage where they can be addressed and downloaded on necessity. The entire 
data set is transferred at eventual maintenance intervals over long periods (exchange 
of disc drives). 

9. Determination of the alarm functions: These are started with a default value (i.e. 2 x 
sigma) and are calibrated with on-going operation. Operation personal will be alarmed 
through email, SMS or any other means of communication. A respective plan for action 
after an alarm is elaborated and implemented.  
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10. Periodic data analysis: The entire data set will be analysed annually. A respective report 
will be issued. The most important results about the behaviour and eventual changes 
over time will be highlighted. A prognosis on the actual consumed life span will be given 
over a period of 3 times the monitoring period. This report contains beside the actual 
expertise recommendations on eventual necessary activities and information about the 
behaviour in comparison to the plan. 

11. Life Cycle computations: The proposed procedure produces information which allows 
the determination of a period for safe operation of the structure. Through this 
procedure in general additional time of operation is gained and assets can be 
economically optimized. 

12. Influence on the inspection activities: In case the monitoring system does not show any 
significant changes in system response it is justified to reduce expensive visual 
inspection campaigns, particularly under water, and such help saving money. This 
procedure is already standardized in other sectors, where at bridge management this 
became common practice.  

1.6 Effect on the specification of In-service Inspections 
The permanent monitoring system will complement the inspection program according to DIN 
ISO19902 and replaces considerable portions of visual inspections otherwise necessary. 

The information received by the monitoring system will allow a suspension of Level I and Level 
II inspections as long as there is no risk indicated and reduce the scope of Level III 
considerably. It is proposed to carry out one inspection every five years which will enable to 
find out the functioning of the monitoring system with calibration and proof of monitoring 
results. A specific inspection instruction will be worked out for this purpose. 

The Level III inspection to be performed every five years, will only complement and prove 
that monitoring results. The focus therefore shall be: 

 A visual inspection that allows to assess marine growth in general above and 
underwater areas 

 Cathodic potential readings 

 Determination of the sea bed profile. 

It shall be noticed that the monitoring system only concentrates on safety relevant global 
performance. Any non-structural issues like handrails, staircases, etc. have to be covered by 
the visual inspection. 

 

With respect to the Focus Areas the following modification of the Level III inspection is 
proposed: 

 The class A areas above sea level shall be inspected without the tension bolts 
themselves, which are better monitored by the systems. 

 The areas below sea level do not require any inspection and are covered by the 
monitoring system 

 The class B areas do not require an inspection under this concept 
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1.7 Summary 
This innovative monitoring concept allows following performance online and in real time. 
Information on the actual behaviour is visually provided any time and the risk of failure is 
assets. Risk is expressed in an understandable way providing a quantified Risk Index. 
Through the possible extension of inspection intervals costs are saved which are 
considerable higher than the costs of the installed monitoring system. 

1.8 Introduction to System Response and model Based Observer 
Functions 

Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) of civil engineering structures became mature with the 
practical experience of the past 20 years. Targeted concepts allow satisfying the objectives of 
the monitoring campaigns. Due to the prototype character of every civil engineering structure 
clear objectives for every case have to be defined. They determine the approach, the hardware 
and the decision support tools. 

This document elaborates a conclusive concept for a transformer platform within the Platforms 
wind park in the North Sea. The concept can be directly applied to similar structures and has 
interfaces for an extension to other monitoring campaigns (i.e. towers and foundations of the 
wind mills).  

The scientific and practical background is provided in subsequent chapters. 

1.8.1 Uncertainties in the degradation process 

Most structures are individual prototypes. Quality control cannot be as strict as found in 
laboratories and the environmental conditions these structures find on site can vary in many 
ways.  For this purpose the concept of safety factors has been successfully incorporated into 
the EN standards. Nevertheless, standards refer to ordinary structures built under ordinary 
conditions (refer to EN1990, page 5). In degradation over the life time of a structure this 
reflects in the wide corridor of uncertainties.  

On the other hand offshore structures are produced under very well controlled conditions and 
are subject to a high degree of quality testing.  

This concept reduces the probability of failure to very low values. Under normal circumstances 
it can be expected that no changes at all appear in the structures.  

The feedback to the monitoring strategy therefore has to be: monitor the system response and 
identify changes in behaviour rather than watching local phenomena performing as predicted 
(rather global than local monitoring). 
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Figure A-2. Degradation curve. 

The degradation curve (i.e. CEN-WS 63) provides a mathematical formulation of theoretical 
degradation of a structure. The condition index computed out of monitoring results provides a 
point in time which can directly be compared to the theoretical curve. The uncertainties related 
to this index are considerably lower than the general uncertainties to be applied in average 
cases.  

1.9 Monitoring Objectives for Offshore platforms 
Offshore platforms in the North Sea are difficult to access and generally comprise robust 
structures. Therefore the objectives and conditions have to be: 

 The monitoring system has to inform online and in real time on the actual conditions of 
the structure and shall provide data for the life cycle and condition prognosis, which can 
be used for decision making. 

 The monitoring system has to be reliable and shall operate over long periods of time 
without maintenance activities on site. Sufficient redundancy shall be provided at the 
hardware, the software and the data storage. 

 Periodic reports on the results of monitoring shall be issued (i.e. on annual basis). They 
shall contain information on the condition index representing the status of the 
structure, the consumed lifetime, the counts of load cycles for fatigue computation and 
information on eventual changes in the boundary conditions (i.e. soil structure 
interaction representing the condition of the pile foundation).  

 Reporting has to be done in an easy to understand manor on various levels. On the 
decision making level a colour scheme supported indicator shall be provided online and 
in real time for the management. Detailed information on the indices shall be provided 
in a separate report to the technical asset managers.  

 The two major issues of concern, namely the real ultimate load and the fatigue life shall 
be served and satisfied by the monitoring system. 
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2. Offshore platforms monitoring concept (hardware) 

2.1 Description of the structure 

2.1.1 Platform description 

Offshore platforms normally consist of jacket, topsides and piles.  

 

 

 
Figure A-3. Offshore platform - 3D - total view. 
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Figure A-4. Offshore platform jacket - 3D (left); Offshore platform jacket - 3D – total view (right). 

2.2 Sensors 

2.2.1 Definition of measurement parameters 

The aim is a global measurement rather than the monitoring of local hotspots. To achieve that 
aim, mainly the system response is measured.  

For this purpose six high quality acceleration sensors will be installed at the top of the six legs 
to monitor the dynamic structure behaviour. In theory, one acceleration sensor could be 
sufficient. Given the importance of the acceleration signal for deriving the system response, a 
redundancy is needed. Additionally, measuring the system response at six locations allows 
more detailed statements to be derived from the measurements. 

The acceleration sensors are complemented by an inclination sensor placed at one of the 
corner legs. It is used for the detection of a possible long term drift of the structure inclination. 
A drift would be an indication to a permanent deformation in the structure, the connection or 
in the soil. 

For all monitoring projects, temperature sensors have to be used to cater for the temperature 
dependent behaviour of all structures and measurement equipment. 

2.2.1.1 3D Acceleration sensors 

Sensors (high sensitive force balanced 3D accelerometer) will be arranged in a way that, 
according to the geometry, allows the assessment of the dynamic behaviour of the structure. 
For the basic measurement of the platform, the minimum requirement is to measure and 
examine 30 points. 
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For proper data evaluation a simultaneous measurement and data acquisition of all the 
measurement points is necessary. A reference sensor, which remains on the same point of the 
platform during the measurements, is required. The other sensors are repeatedly arranged and 
the signals are referred by the reference sensor. 

The measurements will be carried out at all sides of the structures in order to identify the right 
Eigen modes clearly. 

Data acquisition: 

Sampling rate:  500 Hz 

File length:   22 Minutes (= 660.000 Points) 

Aliasing filter:   Low pass at 50 Hz 

Sensitivity:     1 μg 

Sensors:   see specifications below. 

The Geosig AC-63 is a reliable Force Balance Accelerometer based on the latest MEMS (Micro 
Electro-Mechanical Systems) technology. The sensor package is designed for applications 
regarding earthquake and structural monitoring and measuring. All these applications require a 
high dynamic, rugged sensor with minimum maintenance. The MEMS accelerometer has a 
variable capacitor design that is operated in a closed-loop configuration with a custom mixed-
signal application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC). 

The MEMS accelerometer is a wafer stack composed of four individual wafers bonded together. 
Within the inner two wafers of the stack, and suspended by silicon springs, is a moving 
structure called the proof-mass. This forms a differential variable capacitance between the 
surfaces of the moving proof-mass and the fixed caps. As the accelerometer is subjected to 
vibration, the proof-mass moves between the fixed plates which, in turn, cause a change in the 
differential capacitance. 

Cross-section of the MEMS accelerometer 4 wafer stack The DC response allows the sensor to 
be easily repaired, tilt tested or recalibrated in the field. With the help of the TEST LINE the 
AC-63 accelerometer can be completely tested assuring proper operation and accurate 
acceleration measurement. 

The key features are: 

Full Scale ± 2 g (0.5, 1, 3 or 4 g optional) 

Bandwidth DC to 100 Hz optional to 250 Hz 

Dynamic Range > 120 dB 

Offset stability 

Temperature and drift compensation 

 Downhole version (AC-63-DH) is also available 

 Robust suspension system 

 Single Bolt Mounted Enclosure provides up to ± 10° of Levelling Adjustment 
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Figure A-5. Acceleration sensors.  

2.2.1.2 Inclination sensor 

The inclination sensor is used to detect permanent deformations. Extremely small inclination 
changes of about 0.1° or smaller during a structure lifetime of 25 years have to be detected. 
The main requirements are therefore a very absolute repeatability and very low long term 
sensor drift: 

 

Measuring range     ±5° 

Sensor resolution     0.001% F.S.  

Total accuracy     better than ± 0.07% FS 

(Linearity + hysteresis + repeatability) 

Scale thermal factor sensitivity   ± 0.002%FS/°C 

Temperature operating range   - 20°C to + 80°C 

Temp. compensated range    0°C to + 50°C 

2.2.1.3 Temperature sensor 

Temperature sensors are placed at the four sensor locations. For all data evaluation, sensor 
data should be corrected of temperature effects. PT100 sensors will be used. 

2.2.1.4 Wind speed and direction-3 dimensional-ultrasonic, air 
temperature, humidity 

The Orion Weather Station™ includes a high-tech, all-in-one sensor module with ultrasonic 
wind direction and speed measurements, a highly-accurate impact rain sensor, capacitive 
relative humidity, temperature and barometric pressure readings. High accuracy and fine 
resolution make this system ideal for precision weather monitoring. 

The key features are: 

 Six most essential weather parameters measured in one instrument 

 Accurate and stable measurement 

 Ultrasonic wind sensor and impact precipitation sensor 

 No moving parts means virtually no maintenance 
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 Low power consumption improves reliability and longevity 

 Compact and lightweight with a single cable for quick and easy installation 

 Optional Weather MicroServer for Internet-ready data and Industrial interfaces 

 
Figure A-6. 3-D sensors for wind speed.  

2.2.1.5 Solar radiation (Luminosity) 

The monitoring of the solar radiation is very important for the interpretation of all monitoring 
results. Especially the deformation and strain are strongly influenced by the sun. 

The solar irradiation is measured by means of a pyranometer. The deployed instrument is a 
high performance research grade pyranometer, and is fully compliant with all ISO 9060 
Secondary Standard Instrument performance criteria (highest possible ISO pyranometer 
performance category). The pyranometer is designed for measuring the irradiance (radiant 
flux, Watt/m²) on a plane surface, which results from the direct solar radiation and from the 
diffuse radiation incident from the hemisphere above. The sensor covers the requirements 
from the technical specifications. 

 

	

Figure A-7. Solar radiation sensors. 	
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2.2.1.6 Wave recorder 

The purpose of the wave recorder is to measure and record contribution to loading on the 
jacket structures monopile. Depending on design configuration, the wave recorder(s) shall 
either. 

 Record data locally and have the functionality to be permanently connected to the 
excising data network.  

 Record data to the central “fixed monitoring system” data logger if located on the same 
structure.  

 Record data to a dedicated data logger with the functionality to be permanently 
connected to the excising data network. 

 Make and model are to be provided as part of the design and remain at the choice of 
the Employer. All recorded data must be of a standard or multiple thereof for data 
merging, processing and analysis.  

 Sensors shall be depth rated to >60m, and operating temperatures -5°C to +35°C.  

 Wave Statistics: The wave recorded shall have the ability to record the as a minimum 
the following parameters for each wave burst: 

 Mean Level (h) 

 Tidal slope over burst (hts) 

 Significant Wave Height (Hs) 

 Maximum elevation from mean (cmax) 

 Minimum elevation from mean (cmin) 

 Mean period (T1) 

 Mean zero up-crossing period (Tz) 

 Peak period (Tp) 

 Significant wave period (T1/3) 

 Maximum wave height (Hmax) 

 Total energy (E) 

 Mean 2 axis current over burst (U& V) 

 Compass data 

 Non-directional spectral data: Calculated on board. Scale and resolution defined by 
sampling regime. 

 Raw pressure data: All data in burst saved as absolute value. 

 Directional spectral data: calculated in post-processing. 
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2.2.1.7 Must strain sensor, Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) 

The FBG deformation strain sensors are transducers that transform a static or dynamic 
variation into a change in reflected wavelength of a pre-stressed Fiber Bragg Grating that can 
be measured with the Roctest Group´s FBG reading units. 

The strain sensors are designed to be bonded or spot welded to structures and components 
(metallic, concrete, etc.). These sensors are equivalent fiber optic versions of the conventional 
resistance strain gauges, but completely passive, offering inherent insensitivity to 
environmental induced drift. 

The polyimide strain sensor is the equivalent of the electrical strain gauge and can be 
installed using the same supplies. 

The weld able strain gauge is designed to be spot welded to metallic surfaces, offering a 
significant increase of productivity in the installation process. This sensor has an optional 
metallic protection cover for installation in severe environments. 

The composite strain gauge is a light-weight and rugged sensor for application in both steel 
and concrete structures, where the FBG optical fiber is encapsulated in CFRP material. 

These sensors feature high accuracy and resolution, and immunity to electric sparks and 
EMI/RFI. They are compatible with most common FBG measurement units and suitable for 
remote sensing, being possible to install them kilometres away from the measurement unit 
and connect a large number of sensors in a single optical fiber. 

 

 
Figure A-8. Sensor drawings. 
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Figure A-9. Specifications.  

2.3 Sensor position and layout 
The sensors will be allocated at the top end of the support structures, i.e. top end of the six 
supporting legs. 

The position of the monitoring chamber and the cables scheme will be defined after the first 
visit on the site and agreement with the client. Possible foreseeable solutions are: 

 Monitoring chamber in a central position with minimization of cables length (in case of 
possibility to pass through the ground floor). 

 Monitoring chamber in a corner (with cables passing outside the structure). 

 Statement on cable protection will be required from the client. 

2.3.1 Jacket layout 

 Sensor layout and possible arrangement of monitoring room and cables are shown in 
the figures below. 
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Figure A-10. Sensor layout.  

 
Figure A-11. Monitoring chamber and cables scheme options.
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Sensor Logo 
Number of 
Sensors 

Number of 
channels 

Weather Stations: 

Air temperature AT 1 1 

Ultrasonic wind 3d (optional) W 1 3 

Air humidity (optional) H 1 1 

Barometric pressure (optional) B 1 1 

Rainfall (optional) R 1 1 

Solar radiation (Luminosity) (optional) S 1 1 

Structural Response 

Accelerometer 3d A3 6 18 

Inclinometer  1 1 

Sum   8 (+5 optional) 20 (+7 optional) 
 
    

Other Equipment Amount 

Master Station 1 

Camera 1   

GPS-TIME 1 

UPS - Battery Buffer 1 

Cables 1 

System Software 1 

Application Software 1 

UMTS / GPRS Modem or SCADA Com. 1 

Lightning Protection 1 

I-Pad configured for web interface (optional) 1 

Web-User interface with password 1 

Figure A-12. Sensors and related equipment specifications.  

2.3.2 Monitoring of the Topside 

The Topside of Offshore platforms contain areas where inspection can only be performed when 
there is no electric charge on the transformer equipment. The cut of electric power has 
considerable economic consequences. Therefore it is desired to install a monitoring system 
that allows assessing the structural integrity permanently by sensors and a subsequent 
identification routine. 

The same concept, as applied for the jacket, will be implemented. It is based on the 
measurement of system response, in this case of a subsystem only. Nevertheless the same 
principle tools and applications are applied. Automatic warning will be provided in case that the 
predetermined thresholds are exceeded. With respect to the application of the technologies 
and methodologies involved there is no change in approach. 

With respect to the necessary redundancy the application of vibration sensors is proposed. 
Their position is shown in the following figure. Nevertheless the final position will be 
determined when final drawings, allowing detailed planning, are available. 
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Figure A-13. Sensors layout.  

 
Figure A-14. Sensors layout. 

The sensors to be applied are of the same type as described later in this chapter but are 
following a different specification due to the difference in relevant frequencies expected. The 
final working range for the sensors will be determined after the sensitivity analysis has 
provided the necessary information on expected frequencies to be observed. 
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Sensor Logo 
Number of 
Sensors 

Number of 
channels 

Weather Station: 

Air temperature AT 1 1 

Structural Response 

Accelerometer 3d A3 5 15 

Sum   6 16 
 
    

Other Equipment Amount 

Master Station 1 

Camera 1   

GPS-TIME 1 

UPS - Battery Buffer 1 

Cables 1 

System Software 1 

Application Software 1 

UMTS / GPRS Modem or SCADA Com. 1 

Lightning Protection 1 

I-Pad configured for web interface (optional) 1 

Web-User interface with password 1 

Figure A-15. Sensor and other equipment specifications.  

2.3.3 Monitoring of the Super Bolts     

The Super Bolts suspend the topside from the jacket structure. They consist of 6x8 bolts of Ø 
170 mm. it is desired to install a very robust monitoring system that allows checking 
conditions of each individual bolt at any time avoiding subsequent inspections. For this purpose 
fiber optic strain measurement equipment is recommended. It consists of a robust optical fiber 
on which any number of strain sensors can be applied too. One cable will lead to each bolt 
position carrying eight sensors instrumenting every bolt. Strain and temperature is measured 
which provides the basis for the assessment of the functioning of the bolts. 

The reading unit, which receives the six individual fibers, will be located in the monitoring 
chamber and connected to the communication system. The sensors will be applied after 
erection of the structure and installation of the bolts. 
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Figure A-16. Sensors layout. 

Sensor 
 

Number of 
Sensors 

Number of 
channels 

Fibre Optic Sensor 48 48 

Sum   48 48 
 
    

Other Equipment Amount 

FBG reading unit 1 

Cables 6   

Figure A-17.Sensor and other equipment specifications. 

2.4 Data acquisition system 
The data acquisition system will be placed inside the platform. A programmable measurement 
system with a local hard disk to collect monitoring data is proposed. Communication will be 
done via TCP/IP. A local ethernet network with access from mainland and to the transformer 
station shall be available. 

Measurement equipment like signal conditioner, AD-converter must be an industrial grade 
scalable system. 18 channels with a sample rate of 500Hz are needed.  

Complete raw data have to be stored. During the lifetime of the structure, much knowledge 
will be acquired both from observing the actual structure behaviour and from progress in the 
scientific world. This learning curve allows the development of new algorithms, which then can 
be performed on complete data sets.  

Automatic standard data evaluation has to be performed offshore on site. The evaluation 
results have to be available anytime, e.g. via a web interface.   
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To achieve the high data quality needed for the data evaluation special care must be taken in 
the choosing of the IO-equipment. Input signal filters are necessary to suppress noise. 
Channels shouldn’t be multiplexed but should have single AD converters each, to avoid 
multiplexer artefacts. 

It is not uncommon for most modern computer-based systems to suspend operation for 
unknown reasons. For all offshore measurement equipment, in order to ensure maximum data 
availability, it is necessary that the system doesn’t “freeze up” after power downs, long periods 
of elapsed time or any other events. To avoid these situations proven industrial measurement 
equipment must be used. Additionally an IP power switch should be provided. 

2.4.1 Sample rates and storage capacity 

For the monitoring of higher Eigen frequencies a sample rate of 500Hz is recommended to 
ensure the detection of higher Eigen frequencies. 

An estimation of the needed storage capacity can be made: 

Channels:   18 

Sample rate:  500Hz 

Data depth:  4 Byte 

 

Resulting data rate:  36 kByte/s 

   3.1 GByte/day 

   1.1 TByte/year 

 

The data storage system has to be designed with high redundancy. As data evaluations are 
performed yearly and as raw data probably cannot be transferred automatically, it is 
mandatory to avoid data losses due to data storage medium failure. 

2.4.2 Alarm functions 

Simple thresholds to sensor values can be defined relatively early within the project. Start 
thresholds are usually two times the standard deviation. These can be used to produce 
automatic warnings.  

After an initial period of data acquisition and monitoring (manual offline data evaluations), 
experience in the data evaluation can be gathered, i.e. ‘normal’ data trend can be defined.  

In a later project stage, some of these procedures can be performed automatically and online 
(with automatic data evaluation and automatic periodic reports). 

2.4.3 Data transfer 

The data transfer concept is dependent on the data bandwidth available. If possible, data 
transfer should be done via TCP/IP. 

If data bandwidth isn’t sufficient, the data transfer for the raw data has to be done manually 
by exchange of storage media. This could be done in 6 months intervals. In this case, reduced 
data have to be available via TCP/IP. These data have to allow a regular basic check of 
structure health and sensor plausibility. 
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2.4.4 Information collection and processing 

2.4.4.1 Master station on the platform 

The signal cables connect all sensors with the analogue to digital conversion unit. To guarantee 
best signal quality the signal cables are double-shielded, have a cable attenuation of 9 
dB/km@100 kHz and are therefore the best choice for completing an ambient vibration-based 
monitoring system. As the A/D-conversion takes place as close as possible to each sensor, the 
potential of interference is eliminated. In this way effective real-time data acquisition is 
possible. 

 
Figure A-18. Master station.  

2.4.4.2 Data transfer from the master-station to the data server 

The communication between the master station and the local data server is done wireless by 
GPRS or UMTS network. In this way the pre-processed data is transferred to the data server 
for permanent storage. 

 
Figure A-19. Data transfer from master station to data server.  
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Figure A-20. Overview of the whole system.  

2.4.4.3 Data management and storage 

All the raw data taken by all sensors of the monitoring system is stored for 1 year on site on 2 
independent hard-discs to prevent data loss in case of disc failure. The measured values are 
organized in separated, compressed files, the administration and organization is done by a 
database system. In this way all data, events and additional recordings will be accessible in 
future. The data server acts as a huge data library. 

2.4.4.4 Automatic data evaluation 

The permanent system is equipped with automatic analysis software. The software analyses 
recorded measurement data  

 at least once per day for ambient conditions. 

 at least once per day for bridge load. 

 in any case of storm wind (mean wind above 20 m/s). 

 in case of notable seismic activity. 
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 on demand by the operator. 

2.4.4.5 Automatic periodic reports 

The installed software generates automatically a periodic report in order to help the Client to 
assess the condition of the structure sufficiently.  This allows data management with 
reasonable effort.   

The system generates automatically a report for the client at the end of each month. Shorter 
periods are possible. The report contains the most important monitoring results. The report is 
saved as PDF-file and sent to the client’s office via e-mail. 

2.4.4.6 BRIMOS® user web-interface 

The User interface can be seen as front end of the monitoring system, providing the interface 
for the operator and feeding the graphical display with condition- and event-values and - if 
necessary - instructions for the personal. The Web-Interface is compatible with any 
commercial Web-Browser. 

The operator chosen information is presented in a user friendly and simple to understand form. 
High frequency data is displayed in clear graphics (e.g. mimic panel format). 

If required by the client, monitoring system could provide visual alarm. Additionally SMS 
alarming could be provided. This system gives the alarm if predefined threshold values are 
exceeded. 

The web-interface is protected against unauthorised access. Access is only possible 
with permission, which includes individual user name and password. 

The Web Interface is accessible via internet from everywhere every time (e. g. Internet-
explorer, Mozilla-Firefox). 

 

 
Figure A-21. Login web-interface.  
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Figure A-22.Overview of monitored structures.  

 

 
Figure A-23.Dash board example.  
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Figure A-24.Monitiring results example.  

 

 
Figure A-25. Monitoring cockpit example.  

2.4.4.7 Data download 

The web-Interface enables the download of the measurement data and results for a user 
selected time period. Tables as well as pictures can be downloaded. A data file with 
summarized results is generated and stored on the hard disc automatically at the end of each 
month. 
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This allows information management with reasonable effort. If necessary the reporting period 
could be adjusted to shorter or longer intervals. This report file summarizes the monthly 
information on environmental conditions, bridge behaviour and bridge performance. 

 

 
Figure A-26. Data download example.  

2.5 Redundancy 
Redundancy is mandatory, as the structure is unmanned and difficult to access. 

The acceleration sensor is the most important sensor. From the acceleration signals, the 
system response will be derived. At the top of each leg an acceleration sensor is placed. In 
theory, one sensor would be sufficient. 

The inclination sensor is planned as a single measurement. For redundancy the Inclination can 
be derived – in lesser quality – from the acceleration sensors too. 

Temperature sensor is placed on one of the legs.  

For the data acquisition system no redundancy is planned. Here, the use of industry grade 
equipment is therefore very important.  

Data storage system has to be designed with redundancy. 

2.6 Installation, operation, maintenance 
All measurement equipment will be installed and tested onshore. No cable routing to different 
compartments are necessary. 

Statement on cable protection must be provided by the client. 

A maintenance plan has to be provided by the hardware supplier. Basically, all equipment 
should be maintenance free. Half yearly visual inspections are recommended. 

The place of installation for the equipment shall be chosen on easily accessible locations to 
reduce operational costs. 
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The equipment itself must run unattended. 

Data evaluation needs to be done by specialists onshore; half year intervals are recommended. 

2.7 Professional service 
The monitoring campaign includes the following professional services: 

2.7.1 Detailed SHMS design and documentation:  

Detailed system specifications and system design drawings will be prepared and delivered to 
the client. It consists of a method statement which includes all information necessary for 
approval by the engineer. After approval detail design documents will be produced showing all 
details of installation for the execution of the works. The client’s and the engineer’s statements 
will be considered as far as covered by the agreement. 

2.7.2 Visit for coordination prior to installation:  

A site visit (including travel) of a monitoring specialist is foreseen to coordinate technical and 
organizational details with the client and the executing contractor. A plan for the required 
support activities (i.e. power supply and communication, etc.) will be made and interfaces 
between the contractors and employer will be clearly agreed and documented. Any deviation 
from the design due to different site conditions will be sorted out and agreed. It shall be made 
sure that there are no gaps in the process. 

2.7.3 Prefabrication of the permanent system:  

The individual components are procured from the specified sources and delivered to VCE 
Vienna. The system will be pre-assembled in VCE’s laboratory in Vienna. A test of each single 
component and the whole system is performed. In case that an inspection is required strict 
schedule management shall apply not to jeopardise the delivery schedule. 

2.7.4 Shipment to site:  

All components will be shipped to the platform site after proper packing. The INCOTERMS in 
their current version apply. The shipment will be received by the local contractor and required 
import activities and duties will be obeyed. The transport insurance covers transport only. 

2.7.5 Installation, calibration and testing of the BSHMS:  

According to our experience the installation will need between 2 and 16 weeks depending on 
the number of sensors and the complexity of the system. The installation team consists of 
three experts as well as of local staff for support (e.g. technicians, electrician, driver, …). 
Calibration of all sensors and a function test of the complete system are performed. The client 
is invited to join the testing procedure. After that the system will be handed over to the owner 
and the guarantee period will start. 

2.7.6 On-site operation and maintenance training:  

Operation training is included directly after installation. The training consist of operation 
training for the monitoring system, operation training for the user interface in the monitoring 
office and operation training for the web interface. As the system and the interfaces are mainly 
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self-sufficient the training can be limited to half a day. Additional information and a helpline 
are offered permanently. 

2.7.7 Operation and maintenance manual:  

All drawings and manuals for the SHMS will be delivered according to the technical 
specifications. The package includes hardcopies and digital versions (e.g. PDF) in English. The 
drawings and manuals are also available in the web interface. 

2.7.8 Support from home office:  

A support hotline via telephone and e-mail is also part of the services. For the contact details 
refer to the login page of the web interface. A routine check will be performed whenever the 
system indicates a malfunction or any of the thresholds is exceeded.  

2.7.9 Additional maintenance and training visits:  

Every year after installation of the SHMS one site visit (including travel) of a monitoring 
specialist are foreseen and included in the offer. The purpose of the visit is to answer questions 
of the operators and to provide additional training. The system will be adjusted considering the 
experience made during the monitoring period. Eventual items of interest will be discussed 
with the operator and implemented in case it comes without additional costs and is covered by 
the contract. 

2.8 Guaranty 
VCE has tested the system and components prior installation and guarantees their operational 
function at the time of hand over. For failures after that the following guarantee with 
applicable limitations is provided. 

2.8.1 Guaranty includes 

 The guaranty period of the permanent monitoring system is 3 years after installation.  

 Guaranty for equipment. 

 Guaranty for travel and labour costs for replacement of deficient equipment. 

2.8.2 Guaranty excludes 

 Direct and indirect effects of lightning. 

 Indirect damage by storm and exceptional loads. 

 Vandalism. 

 Theft. 

 Manipulations of the system performed without written agreement with VCE. 

2.9 Services 
1. Detailed SHMS design and documentation 

2. Method statement 
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3. Custom made software package 

4. Site visit 

5. Pre-assembled 

6. Shipment 

7. Installation, calibration and testing of the SHMS 

8. Commissioning 

9. Function test 

10. Hand over 

11. Training 

12. As build drawings and manuals 

13. Site visit after 1 year 

14. Additional training at site visit (option) 

15. Annual report (optional) 

2.10 Required support by client 
As per agreement the following items are to be provided by the Employer. They have to be 
made available to the installation crew free of charge and ready for use at arrival. 

 Permanent electrical power supply for the permanent system at the position of the 
master station, ready prior to the installation of the monitoring system. 

 Cable trays to all sensor positions and to the master station (An offer for the cable tray 
installation by VCE is available on request). 

 SIM card and charges for the wireless data transfer for 1 SIM card or other internet 
connection. 

 Ladders and crane, man lift or similar to reach all the installation points. 

 Local support for customs formalities.  

 Local transport during measurements, installation and training 
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3. Health Monitoring Strategy (Methodology, Software) 
This chapter explains the methodologies applied in the data evaluation software. 

3.1 General concept 
The design service life for such structures is usually considered of 25 years. Nevertheless, such 
load bearing structures have sufficient robustness to prevent that local damage or failure gives 
unacceptable consequences.  

The life cycle of an offshore structure varies considerably from the typical critical infrastructure 
onshore. 

 
Figure A-27.Compared life cycle curves.  

The figure shows the 6 typical stages of a structural life cycle and differences in the cost 
allocation between offshore structure, bridges and typical buildings.  

The degradation concept is also given showing the difference between ordinary and robust 
structures. While the mean degradation for an ordinary structure coincides with the design 
lifetime, robust structures carry additional capacities (in other words safety) which produce 
conditions that allow the uncertainties appearing in an unfavourable way without jeopardizing 
the safety of the structure.  

Considering the fact that real conditions cannot be inspected or tested anytime, it is desired to 
receive information on the structural condition from a permanent monitoring system. 

For ordinary structures, quality control cannot be as strict as found in laboratories and the 
environmental conditions like those on site can vary in many ways. For this purpose the 
concept of safety factors has been successfully incorporated into the EN standards. 
Nevertheless, standards refer to ordinary structures built under ordinary conditions. In 
degradation over the life time of a structure this reflects in the wide corridor of uncertainties.  

On the other hand offshore structures are produced under very well controlled conditions and 
are subject to a high degree of quality testing.  
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This reduces the probability of failure to very low values. Under normal circumstances it can be 
expected that no changes at all appear in the structures.  

The feedback to the monitoring strategy therefore has to be: monitor the system response and 
identify changes in behaviour rather than watching local phenomena performing as predicted 
(global rather than local monitoring). 

 
Figure A-28. Degradation curves.  

The degradation curve (as shown above) provides a mathematical formulation of theoretical 
degradation of a structure. The condition index computed out of the monitoring results 
provides a point in time which can directly be compared to the theoretical curve. The 
uncertainties related to this index are considerably lower than the general uncertainties to be 
applied in average cases.  

Rather than monitoring load levels in structure elements or movements in the grout 
connections below sea level, the global system response shall be monitored to detect failures 
in the functionality of the grout connection there. 

Advantages are: 

 Reduce quantity of sensors (but use high quality ones). 

 Sensors can be placed at easily accessible locations. 

 Huge cost savings in installation and operation and maintenance. 

Calculation models used for the determination of stresses and consequently for measuring 
structures only represents an approximation to reality and has to be calibrated. 

Most monitoring concepts for offshore structures available on the market today focus mainly 
on the loads in the structure. Load monitoring is done with strain gauges. Strain gauge 
measurements on distributed offshore structures are extremely complex and time consuming. 
Additionally, sensors under water can’t be expected to last over the life time of the structure 
and can’t be replaced in the case of failure. 

A different approach to structure monitoring was chosen here. 

The determination of the dynamic characteristic by so-called Ambient Vibration Measurements 
allows estimating the effective structural conditions and the actual load-bearing behaviour. 

A long-term permanent monitoring allows better estimating the long-term evolution of the 
structural behaviour. In addition, also the trend of the environmental conditions that affect 
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structural behaviour (i.e. strong waves return period, extreme wind/temperature conditions) 
can be better monitored. 

3.1.1 Ambient Vibration Measurements and System Response 

Considering the character of robust structures it is advisable to monitor the System 
Response of the structure. It describes reliably how the structure behaves under the actual 
loads on site. Any change in the system response over time (i.e. degradation) can be identified 
and compared to the pre-set target values. The monitoring system determines the condition 
index in real time and warns automatically in case of deviation from the targets.  

The appropriate methodology to determine the system response is Ambient Vibration 
Monitoring (AVM). In the Ambient Vibration Measurement methodology, the vibration 
behaviour of a structure is recorded, evaluated and interpreted under ambient influences, i.e. 
without artificial excitation, by means of highly sensitive acceleration sensors. Structures show 
a significant vibration behaviour which may be addressed as “vibrational signature”. This 
dynamic behaviour is typical for any structure and can be obtained by appropriate 
measurements and used for the assessment of the condition of a structure as well as for the 
detection of any changes over time. It is applied since 20 years and already well established. 
Reference is made to respective publications in enclosed list.  

The Ambient Vibration Monitoring (AVM) is used to perform a System Identification (SI). 
Statistical methods are used to build a mathematical model of the dynamic properties of the 
OSS structure. This approach gives a reliably system response of the structure under real site 
conditions. 

3.1.2 System Identification 

Calculation models used for the determination of stresses and consequently for measuring 
structures only represent an approximation to reality and have to be calibrated. With System 
identification is intended the determination of the conformity between the calculation model 
and the actual load-bearing behaviour. 

With ambient Vibration Monitoring, the dynamic characteristics of the structure are determined 
and they can be used not only for a single check of calculation models but also for statements 
on the chronological development of the load-bearing capacity; therefore estimates of the 
remaining service life duration are enabled by measurements at certain intervals. The 
measurements taken at any moment supply snapshots of structural integrity and can be used 
in combination with parallel mathematical analyses for the determination of possible damage 
to the structure.  

The decisive dynamic parameters to be determined for system identification are: 

3.1.2.1 Eigen frequencies and model shapes 

A mode shape - i.e. a vibration form in which the structure oscillates with the respective Eigen 
frequency - belongs to every Eigen frequency. The actual oscillation of areal structure is 
composed of the respective shares of the individual mode shapes. The mathematical modal 
analysis supplies both the Eigen frequencies and the mode shapes of a structure. The actual 
state system is obtained by comparing the measuring results with the calculated values and 
adaptation of the calculation model to the measurements. 
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3.1.2.2 Damping 

All real structures have a damping that results in a continuous decay of vibrations after 
excitation until a state equilibrium is reached. The damping properties are dependent on 
frequencies and represent a significant value for system identification. In particular they are an 
indicator of the current degree of exploitation of the load-bearing capacity of a structure, as in 
the case of increasing exploitation of the maximum load-bearing capacity (i .e. at the 
transition from the elastic into the elastoplastic range, the damping coefficients rise 
considerably). 

3.1.2.3 Vibration intensity 

The vibration intensity is a very good indicator for the stress of a structure by dynamic loads. 
High intensities of a structure or of a structural member are very susceptible with regard to 
fatigue-relevant damage mechanisms. 

During monitoring all analyses of system identification are applied. In addition to the 
procedures of structure mechanics and dynamics, statistical methods have to be used to 
determine trends from large data quantities. The use of so-called trend cards, which clearly 
represent an eventual change of individual parameters by means of the time-frequency 
diagram, has proved successful. 

3.1.2.4 Trends cards 

Trend cards represent a signal in the frequency-time domain by means of area mapping. In 
order to be able to distinguish the individual frequency peaks, colouring of the card is required 
so that the energy content of the vibration and I therefore the respective intensity card be 
determined. 

3.2 Concept steps 

3.2.1 Identification of the load model 

The load model of the structure is existent from the design phase. 

3.2.2 Creation of a structural model 

The load model of the structure is existent from the design phase 

3.2.3 Creation of a dynamic model representing the desired performance 

Dynamic models for the simulation of the behaviour of real structures have to represent a 
realistic image of the actual load-hearing capacity in order to provide an accurate result. 
Materials, flexural and spring stiffness as well as masses and the moment of inertia of the 
individual elements are particularly important for the selection of individual parameters. The 
aim of modelling the structure is to lose as little information as possible despite far-reaching 
simplification of the complex building for the input of the structure. This is decisive for a 
realistic calculation of the dynamic parameters like Eigen frequencies and mode shapes. Mass 
distribution of the structure and actual boundary conditions are decisive points when deciding 
the magnitude of the calculated Eigen frequencies. The assumptions regarding the 
characteristics of the foundation structure and soil are of extreme importance in the 
development of the dynamic model. 
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The model obtained is a “target behaviour” model that must be compared with the “actual 
behaviour” of the structure obtained via measurements. 

3.2.4 Basic monitoring campaign for determination of the ‘as built performance’ 
of the structure 

A verification of the dynamic structure model is necessary. For this purpose, an initial 
measuring campaign has to be performed on the offshore structure under working conditions  

Mobile equipment is used. The system response of the structure to ambient excitation is 
measured at a multitude of locations within the structure (the exact location of sensors is 
defined on the base of the structural model). The results are represented in a 3D model and 
compared to the theoretical model results. This allows fine-tuning and verification of the 
dynamic structure model. 

For the subsequent permanent monitoring, only few permanent sensors are then sufficient 
(see chapter 2). 

3.2.5 System identification and identification of the real capacities 

The results of the initial mobile measurement campaign are used to derive the system 
identification. The indicators frequency, Eigen form and damping are examined for several 
Eigen frequencies. The more fundamental frequencies are integrated into the Duhamel 
integral, the more accurate is the model, and the more accurate calculations are later. 

In theories of vibrations Duhamel's Integral is a way of calculating the response of linear 
systems and structures to arbitrary varying external excitations. It finds practical application in 
structural engineering where the system response, as provided by a monitoring system, is 
compared to the predicted system behaviour computed by a theoretical (i.e. FEM) model.  

Generally expressed, the Duhamel Integral helps to create a mathematical model that 
represents the real system response of a structure. 

3.2.6 Sensitivity analysis to identify eventual hotspots 

By means of a model update, system identification will lead to a more realistic model. On this 
model, sensitivity analyses are performed which will identify any existing hotspots. The 
sensitivity analyses also determine the measurement parameters necessary for the structure 
monitoring. The initial choice of sensor position is then re-examined based on the results of the 
sensitivity analysis. 

Furthermore, it is also possible to estimate structure redundancy against failure of single 
components. 

3.2.7 Design of a permanent monitoring system to record the system response 

The design of the permanent monitoring system is described in chapter 2. 

3.2.8 Periodic data analysis, certification of results and Life Cycle computation 

A data analysis will be performed yearly. 
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The changes of the system response over time will be shown. The residual life time span will 
be calculated and a prognosis for the structure behaviour given. The time span of the 
prognosis should not be larger than 3 times the measurement period. 

The report contains actual observations, recommendations for measures and information about 
the structure behaviour in comparison to the plan. 

In this way the system generates data that allow the definition of the timespan of safe use of 
the structure.  

Offshore platforms are designed as a robust structure. From our experience with other projects 
we expect that the verification of the dynamic model and the subsequent monitoring of the 
structure reveal ‘safety capacities’. This alone will result in a prolongation of the life time 
prognosis. 

If no changes in the structure system response can be detected, it is possible to reduce costly 
inspections under water. 
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4.  Application of SHM to Asset and Risk management of 
Offshore Platforms 

The nature and purpose of an investment and its operational environment have a decisive 
influence on the type of assets required to achieve given objectives. These influencing factors 
need to be considered when an asset management system is implemented. The proposed 
system for Offshore platforms follows the principles, concepts and terminology relating to 
assets, asset management and asset management systems as specified in ISO55000 (Asset 
management – Overview, principles and terminology). 

In ISO31000 (Risk management-principles and guidelines) it is stated that “internal and 
external factors and influences that make it uncertain whether or when they will achieve their 
objectives” is a challenge to organizations. The effect this uncertainty has on organizations 
objectives is “risk”.  

This document follows the risk framework specified in ISO31000 which is complemented with 
object specific risk management plans that serve particular objectives, context, structure, 
operations, processes, functions, services and specific practices employed in this sector. 

 

 

Figure A-29. Risk framework ISO 31000. 

The proposed procedure directly relates to clause 5 of ISO31000 with all its aspects.  

In the following subchapters it is explained how these concepts are applied to specific task of 
risk management of the offshore platforms structure. 
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4.1 General 
Basic theories and concepts applied are described in the subsequent chapter. It is assumed 
that the context, namely the reduction of site inspection to a bare minimum, is established. A 
monitoring system providing the necessary data and including communication tools will be 
established to perform the subsequent steps of risk management. Risk identification, analysis 
and evaluation are performed and decisions support is provided for a proper risk treatment. 
This process is graphically displayed in the following figure. 
 

 
Figure A-30. General SHM Process.  

The subsequent chapters describe how individual objectives are satisfied within this process 
based on the evaluation of individual Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). 

Theoretical Background for this procedure is well documented in literature [22;23;37;35]. The 
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are derived from performance parameters which can be 
monitored. The selection of parameters relevant for the given structure is shown in the 
following figures. 

 

 
Figure A-31. Used Key performance indicators.  

Structural Integrity Management (SIM) has to answer various question described in the 
subsequent chapters. It is indicated in the figures which KPIs are relevant for the respective 
issues.  
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4.2 Ultimate load 
A theoretical ultimate load has been specified in the design. The monitoring campaign will 
provide a specific quantity for the actual ultimate load the structure can take. This is achieved 
by a detailed system identification campaign that finally produces a comparative value of 
ultimate load for the particular case. 

 

 
Figure A-32. Applied procedure to determine ultimate load.  

The result of this exercise is a point at the Life Cycle curve of a structure which enables 
prediction of future performance and lifetime. 

4.3 Fatigue life 
With the actual identified realistic model of the structure adjusted values for fatigue, relevant 
figures are computed. The monitoring system permanently recording the performance of the 
structure then allows very accurate rain flow counting of fatigue cycles which will end in an 
improved Life Cycle prediction. 
 

 
Figure A-33. Applied procedure to determine fatigue life.  
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The advantage is the better knowledge of the hotspots and their stress variation quantities 
results in considerably longer life expectation of structures. 

4.4 Crack detection 
Cracks have a direct relation to the stiffness of the structure and its elements. The monitoring 
systems allow determining in real time and online the actual system response which directly 
can be related to stiffness. The system covers a wide range of frequencies which extends this 
detection down to separate isolated frequencies of members. 

 

 
Figure A-34.  Applied procedure to determine crack identification.  

Cracks will be detected by the loss of stiffness in a fundamental or individual frequency. This 
work is done automatically by the decision support system. 

4.5 Performance of the grouted joints 
The issues of the grouted joints are well known. As demonstrated in many other types of 
projects where grout is used a considerable increase in damping is recorded in case that the 
grouting joints start to become damaged. After the relevant frequencies have been identified a 
permanent observation can give a clear indication on the status of damage of grouted joints. 
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Figure A-35. Applied procedure to monitor grouted joints.  

For the same purpose the described accumulated energy function will be applied as a second 
tool to identify damage in the grouted joints. It comprises a derivative of the frequency 
analysis where the shift of the centre of the energy function towards higher frequencies is 
observed in relation to increased damage. 

4.6 Detection of scours 
Scours change the boundary conditions of the system. When the system response is recorded 
any deviation in boundary conditions is directly expressed in the trend cards provided online. 
In the sensitivity study performed during system identification the respective frequencies to be 
observed for scour detection are identified. These frequencies are then carefully followed by 
the online monitoring system. 
 

 
Figure A-36. Applied procedure to detect scour.  

The result is an indication how far the scour has progressed derived from the change in system 
response. 
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4.7 Performance of the Super Bolts 
The platforms, with the exception of Offshore platforms, are suspended from the jacket by 
super bolts. It is desired to receive real-time and online information on the performance of 
these bolts through the monitoring system. The same principles of assessment will be applied 
using the key performance parameters frequency, damping and intensity. A chain of fibre optic 
strain sensors will be mounted and monitored. Automatic warning will be implemented. 
 

 
Figure A-37. Applied procedure to determine condition of super bolts.  

The result of this exercise is an evaluation of the performance of the bolts. A warning will be 
given in case that no full function is visible. Due to the strong redundancy of these elements 
long term concepts will be elaborated. 

4.8 Welded joints 
Welded joints have been checked after fabrication. Nevertheless their function on site is 
monitored again by the systems behaviour. The installed global monitoring system will not give 
detailed information on each and every welded system. Information will only be pursued in 
case that a malfunctioning of the weld influences the system behaviour and such increases the 
risk. In case that a non-functioning weld has no influence on the performance no warning will 
appear. 
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Figure A-38. Applied procedure to determine condition of welded joints.  

The result of the exercise is performance assessment that, if not suitable, allows a detailed 
identification of the potential problem. After this exercise a targeted inspection campaign can 
be elaborated under the action activity. 

4.9 Cathodic protection 
The same procedure as described above applies for the cathodic protection or excessive 
corrosion in general. It is anticipated that a quantity is provided for corrosion for non 
inspectable members. The monitoring system will detect any influences of corrosion on the 
system response. This means direct changes in the ultimate load capacity will be detected and 
reported. 

 
Figure A-39. Applied procedure to determine condition of cathodic protection.  

The result is a warning in case that a certain threshold has been passed. It will end after 
careful analysis in a changed instruction for intervention. 
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4.10 Excessive marine growth 
The design considers a limited value of marine growth to the structure. This will be reflected in 
the results of the monitoring campaign. A threshold will be determined which will be 
automatically observed and in case of exceeding limits a warning will be given. 

 

 
Figure A-40. Applied procedure to determine status of marine growth.  

The result is comparable to the above described methodologies providing a warning with 
information (decision support) which action to take and how urgent the implementation of this 
action would be. 

4.11 Structural integrity of the topside 
The equipment installed on the topside does not allow inspection during operation. It is 
therefore desirable to install a monitoring system that provides relevant information on 
structural integrity. This system will follow the same concept principles and rules as described 
for the jacket structure and the data will undergo the same evaluation process as described in 
the subchapters before. The only difference will be the range of frequencies which will be 
considerably higher for the topside. 

4.12 Practical implementation 
Above described procedures are formulated by rules in the online monitoring system. It will 
automatically provide a warning at a lower threshold to the responsible monitoring officer. This 
will allow a detailed analysis of the phenomenon detected before any critical warning message 
is issued. It has been experienced that most of these phenomena show very small changes 
over time in system response. Therefore an annual review of all data shall be performed which 
comes to a conclusion on the performance and which allows a prediction over the next time 
period. 

It shall also be mentioned that this procedure will allow the identification of the real loads 
applied on the structure during its operation. This information can be used for future standards 
and should be considered as design input for future projects 
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5. Data evaluation methods (scientific bases) 
This chapter describes the approach for data evaluation (from data to information). 

The final objective of structural health monitoring of offshore structures is to receive 
information on the condition of the structure. Two innovative tools are proposed that enable 
the quantification of condition. These tools are: 

 A methodology that transforms dynamic performance data into degradation information 

 A methodology that describes degradation of the condition of a structure over time 

The final product is a degradation curve for the OSS showing its current status and allowing 
prediction of remaining lifetime. This process is interactive and updates with new data 
received. The longer the monitoring period the better the prediction will be. As a rule of 
thumbs it could be assumed that the prediction period should not be longer than 3 times the 
monitoring period. 

5.1 Duhamel’s integral 
In vibration theory Duhamel's Integral is a way of calculating the response of linear systems 
and structures to arbitrary varying external excitations. Every structure represents a multi-
degree of freedom system (MDOF), characterized by n (as the number of the degrees of 
freedom) structural natural and damped angular frequencies,  and  ,  mass, , and the 
critical damping ratio, . 
Considering a generic ground acceleration  ,, the time dependent response of a single 
degree of freedom: 

 
sin       ( 1 ) 

                ( 2 ) 

         ( 3 ) 

         ( 4 ) 

1          ( 5 ) 

 

The term  refers to the modal participation factor defined per equation (2) belonging to the 
 mode of vibration of the real multi degree of freedom (MDOF) system with the 

corresponding mode shape vectors,  and the mass participation factor,  . In addition,  
is the global influence vector and  and  are the time parameters of the convolution equation 
(1). Eventually, the index i in all the terms defined in the equations above specifies the 
corresponding mode of response.    

Consequently, once the time dependent part of the response of the original MDOF system, 
, is derived, the total response of the structure in a linear elastic situation, , can be 

obtained applying equation (6) to combine the effects of all the modes, equal to the total 
number of the degrees of freedom, n, as given below.  

∑ 	          ( 6 ) 

It finds practical application in earthquake engineering where the system response, as 
provided by a monitoring system, is compared to the predicted system behaviour computed by 
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a theoretical (i.e. FEM) model. In general, the Duhamel Integral helps to create a 
mathematical model that represents the real system response of a structure.  

Monitoring provides a major number of Parameters representing the system response. Out of 
these parameters isolate Key Performance Indicators are isolated which allow the 
determination of the structure health status. The following parameters are typical key 
performance indicators: 

 Frequency response 

 Eigen modes 

 Structural Damping 

5.2 Normalized Cumulative Energy 
An energy transfer takes place from fundamental frequencies to higher frequency components 
with the presence of damage. This has been proven in a major number of laboratory and full 
scale field test. 

While examining structural frequencies, it has been observed that while the lower fundamental 
frequencies appear not much affected by the stiffness changes, the higher frequencies can 
indicate much earlier signs of it. It was found that actually an energy transfer is happening 
from lower to higher frequency ranges with increasing damage. The following figure is an 
example showing this phenomenon. The reduction of Eigen frequencies and the transfer of 
energy are both observed in this graph. 

 
Figure A-41. Spectral Development over Time for a Sound Structure (left) and during a Damage Test at 

MPA Stuttgart (right) 

It is also identified that the increase of damping goes along with a drop of spectral peaks 
caused by increasing damage. It is obvious that this is not the modal damping and it needs to 
be described by a system behaviour parameter. 

5.2.1 Structural non-linearity and energy transfer 

Suppose there is a development of non-linear mechanisms in both damping and stiffness of 
the structure, whose dynamic behaviour is simply expressed by an SDOF model, associated 
with the progress of a structural damage. It can be typically represented in the equation of 
motion by modifying both damping and stiffness terms as follows: 

	 1 1 0      ( 7 ) 
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where   and  are the linear or non-linear correction terms introduced corresponding to the 
development of structural damage and  represents the dynamic response of the structure 
in general. Note that it is unlikely to have any change in the inertia term. Equation 7 can be 
rewritten as 

 
,       ( 8 ) 

 

where  ,  is generally a non-linear function of  and/or , such as 

 
,          ( 9 ) 

 

for example. It implies that if  is given as a vibration with frequency , ,  is generally a 
function of fluctuations with the frequencies expressed by the multiples of  . For example, 
substitution of  

  

to equation 9 results in: 

 

, 1 2 3 3      ( 10 ) 

 

which in turn will result in the dynamic response including functions of twice, thrice higher 
frequencies of the original for this case. The same process will be repeated as time allows and, 
as a result, a part of the system’s dynamic energy will be gradually distributed to higher and 
higher frequency ranges. Where would this process end? For the case of damage-caused non-
linearity, the high frequency energy components dissipate as heat or noise and, if not, the 
destruction or rupture of the structure would play a role. Even if it does not reach the 
destruction point, the mechanism of structural response will change largely when damage 
progressed that far. 

A very interesting aspect of this phenomenon is that by finding the transfer of dynamic energy 
to higher frequencies through spectral analysis of the ambient vibration survey, it may be 
possible to detect the damage development in a structure at its earlier stage. Any extent of 
structural damage can of course change the local structural damping or energy dissipation and 
stiffness. As a consequence, the global dynamic properties of the structure, i. e. the Eigen 
frequencies, mode shapes and modal damping would be all somewhat influenced. It needs to 
be kept in mind that structural non-linearity is attributed, however, not only to developing 
damages. The present method would also detect the developing structural non-linearity due to 
large motion. However, if there is a development of structural damage as its consequence, the 
non-linear characteristics will remain with the structure after the large amplitude motion 
disappeared and should be thus detected. 

5.2.2 Data analysis 

For identifying the energy cascading phenomena, the following data analysis can be applied. 

1. Data preparation: Acceleration signals  are measured for a period of 	 , 
where 1,2, … , , with the sampling frequency and measuring period of typically 500	  
and 5 , respectively. n is the number of files. 
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2. Calculation of the acceleration spectra  by a conventional Fast Fourier Transform 
routine for the frequency range of 0  is required first. /2 is the folding 
frequency. The normalized spectral density functions are then calculated as: 

 

 where ∑ ∆ .       ( 11 ) 

Normalization of spectral density makes sense since our interest is only in the 
change of energy distribution patterns and not in actual magnitudes of the spectral 
density, which depends on the total dynamic energy supplied by excitation and is 
always expected to change during the ambient vibration survey. It is also useful to 
calculate the fraction of dynamic energy corresponding to less than any particular 
frequency level (f ) as follows: 

∑ ∆          ( 12 ) 

  is the spectral distribution function which is expected to more clearly reveal 
the fraction of energy transferred to different frequency ranges, resulting in the 
change of its pattern. 

3. Presentation: Visual presentation of  and  against time  and frequency  would 
indicate the transfer of energy to higher frequencies by the change in spectral pattern, 
where 1   and 0 250	 . 

4. Reading of Spectral Patterns: When the distribution function  is examined, it should be 
noted that the energy cascading caused by structural non-linearity as discussed in this 
document is only a partial transfer of energy through the free vibration process of the 
structure, and not all the dynamic energy is transferable to high frequency ranges. Some of 
the energy should remain with the lower vibration modes. Another important point is that, 
while the vibration survey is carried out, there may be various dynamic excitations or 
disturbances from the external environment acting on the structure. There will be, as a 
result, new dynamic energy supplied to the system and it will augment the energy fraction 
at corresponding frequencies. The characteristics of these excitations are often not readily 
identifiable. However, when there are any predominant excitation frequencies, there may 
be distinct spectral peaks observed at those particular frequencies. If the excitation is more 
broad-band noise, a part of this energy will be absorbed at Eigen frequencies and 
corresponding spectral peaks will show up as additional spikes in the figures. The change of 
pattern in  is, therefore, not expected to be monotonous. Hence, what needs to be 
observed is a general tendency of the energy shift, which will be hopefully indicated by a 
gradual change of the coloured pattern. The shift of pattern can be quantified by locating 
the centroid of the area under the spectral distribution E f  as follows: 

 
r̅ ∑ fE f ∆f/∑ f E f ∆f        ( 13 ) 

 

Again, also in terms of the centroid, its shift is unlikely to be monotonous. What 
should be observed is the general tendency of its change. 

5.2.3 Example of application 

An example given below is based on the measurement of the dynamic bridge response carried 
out in December 2008 for the highway overpass S101 in Reibersdorf, Upper Austria. Prior to 
the demolition, progressive damages were deliberately exerted on the structure to observe 
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their effects on dynamic characteristics. Sampling frequency of the acceleration record was 
500 Hz. 

The following figures depict the progressive change of the normalized acceleration spectrum 
 and the distributed spectrum  for the frequency range of 0 ≤ f ≤ 25 Hz from the 

measured results.  

 

 
Figure A-42. Normalized acceleration spectra . 

 
 

 
Figure A-43. Spectral distribution functions . 

There were a number of physical operations applied to the bridge during a three-day 
measurement period and some of them are specified beside the figures. Some of these 
operations can be clearly identified from the pattern of  and  functions. When the 
concrete pier or slab is being cut, presumably the severing operation produced a large extent 
of high frequency noise and, consequently, a large fraction of the total dynamic energy 
appears in a much higher frequency range, which appears as a substantial spike in . In the 
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afternoon of the third day, for example, there was “a vibrating roller working next to the 
bridge, causing clearly noticeable vibrations on the bridge”, the measurement report states. 
This noise may be also contributing to the above mentioned spikes. 

It is clear by observing  patterns that, with the progressive damage artificially exerted on 
the bridge, more and more fractions of dynamic energy were redistributed to the higher 
frequency ranges, which is indicated by the shift of dark blue and yellow band towards right, 
meaning the higher percentage fraction is in the high frequency side of the figure.  

Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden. is the same 	function shown 
for a much wider frequency range up to 250 Hz. It is clear that almost stepwise energy shift 
took place after the lifting of the damaged pier at the beginning of the second day. The same 
tendency is presented even more clearly by calculating the shift of the centroid of the area 
under  as shown in Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.. By 
disregarding the spikes due to various kinds of noise, the general tendency is clear – it is 
shifting towards higher frequency ranges with time. 

 
Figure A-44. Location of the centroid. 

5.3 Structural degradation over time 
In the field of Life Cycle engineering, standard degradation curves have been developed for 
many structures. This process, derived from the IRIS project, has led to standardization within 
the European Standardization Institute (CEN). The results of CEN-workshop 63 have been 
proven successful in many cases already.  

For the current project a typical standard degradation curve shall be applied which actually 
allows representing the current status of safety in a form easy to understand. It can be used 
for decision making and for remaining lifetime prediction as well.  

The major content of the respective CEN standard is described in the following chapter. 

Managing assets is about making decisions. From this it follows that Life Cycle Cost (LCC) and 
in some cases Life Cycle Benefit/Cost Analysis is a critical concept for making investment 
decisions, and therefore should be incorporated in the engineering and management routines 
of infrastructure systems. 

However, several important questions remain before one may conduct a meaningful LCC 
analysis. These relate to the determination of the Life Cycle of a new, maintained, rehabilitated 
or retrofitted structure and its expected performance along the Life Cycle regarding the limit 
states. The impacts of uncertainty in estimating the risk involved in establishing appropriate 
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demand envelopes for various limit events are significant for LCC analysis in design and in 
maintenance management. 

The present chapter was prepared by CEN Workshop 63 “Condition Determination for 
Integrated Lifetime Assessment of Constructed Facilities and Components” the secretariat of 
which is held by ASI. It was developed through close collaboration with experts from the IRIS 
project “Integrated European Industrial Risk Reduction System”, supported by the European 
Union’s Seventh Framework Programme. Work in this project was organized in eight work 
packages. 

In the course of the IRIS project methodologies for Life Cycle Management of constructed 
infrastructure were developed. In order to meet the infrastructure owner’s governing 
requirements regarding safety, operability and durability, the present chapter addresses the 
following major aspects: 

1. The determination/estimation of the design life of new structures 

2. The determination/estimation of the residual life of existing structures 

3. Assessment criteria whether the real degradation process – determined by proper 
technologies – corresponds with the assumed and applied Life Cycle Model, in order to take 
corrective measures in cases of accelerated ageing 

4. Maintenance instructions to ensure the intended service life 

In IRIS WP 3 and WP 7 and CEN Workshop 63 experts from universities, consultancies, public 
authorities and standardization bodies contributed to the work. The present chapter has 
received the support of representatives of these sectors. 

5.3.1 Ageing model 

The objective of the chapter is to elaborate a standard framework for the results of the IRIS 
Project, while it is recognized that there cannot be one extensive methodology fit for all 
specific industries. 

There is a simple basic model with considerable uncertainties, which is improved step by step 
through introduction and evaluation of new knowledge gained about a structure. 

The ideal result is a precise assessment of the condition with reasonable margins of 
uncertainty. 

The model is able to show the successive impact during the long-term deterioration process as 
well as the effect of sudden changes in condition (retrofit actions of local failure). It is 
recognized that the individual results from visual inspection and assessment will influence the 
quality of the prediction. Nevertheless after a number of assessments these uncertainties will 
be reduced to reasonable levels. 

It is acknowledged that the basic model shall be kept simple and transparent for the end-
users. In return the background computation is expected to become more and more complex 
with every new knowledge and methodology developed. 

Therefore the concept is to give a common understanding on structural ageing in general, 
which can be incorporated into different industrial applications and adapted regarding the 
industry-specific demands. 

The aspect of acceptance of structural failure and accidents is always depending on the 
involved individual society. The current document already reflects the current situation in 
Austria, Germany, the Netherlands and the USA. 
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Figure A-45. General Concept of Structural Ageing. 

5.3.2 Background – Asset Management 

In the following an overall assessment scheme for asset management on the network level is 
described very briefly. The scheme is divided in two main processes: 

 Flowchart 1: Input data with regard to Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) and Life Cycle Cost 
Analysis (LCCA) (as shown in Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden 
werden.) 

 
Figure A-46. LCA and LCCA 

 Flowchart 2: LCA and LCCA itself, addressing the determination of maintenance  
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 schedules (composed by individual treatments) and linked to budget category 
related 

 Optimization (as shown in Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden 
werden.). 

 
Figure A-47. Optimization. 

In both flowcharts those parts, being explicitly covered by the current chapter are highlighted 
(yellow marking) and are discussed in full detail in the following chapters. 

It is to be pointed out, that the shown assessment scheme utilizes conventional ratings (from 
structural inspection), which are usually available for every structure or can easily be provided. 
Neither the assessment scheme itself nor the underlying rating process are intended to be 
standardized – but the curve describing structural ageing (lifeline). 

Thus the intention of this chapter is to improve the current practice of maintenance budget 
planning based on ratings. The given ratings are transformed into health indices and 
incorporated into comprehensive Life Cycle Calculations. By this means the gap between rating 
and service life considerations is bridged. 

Previous activities and work of other groups worldwide have already produced a basic set of 
standards. The most sophisticated procedure is established in Germany, where based on 
existing DIN-standards, specific rules for application in different industries are being developed 
by VDI (Verein Deutscher Ingenieure). A dense network of certification agencies (managed by 
TÜV) takes care of sound and safe procedures. Nevertheless the current practice does not take 
account of the typical end of life situation with assessment of lifetime extension. 
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In terms of standards, there are no referenced documents being indispensable for the 
application of this document. Certain relevant literature and a list of standards giving an 
overview of the related activities have been added to the bibliography. 

With the installation of the monitoring system an initial status will be established. The output 
will be the respective degradation curve. 

The data and input will be updated annually using the entire data set of the last year. This 
exercise has to be performed by a qualified monitoring engineer. It is recommended to repeat 
this exercise at least every 6 years conforming to the obligatory inspection requirements of the 
national standards. 

 

5.4 Environmental effects 

5.4.1 Additional mass rule (contributors: Robert Veit-Egerer, Monika Widmann, 
Helmut Wenzel) 

When doing frequency analyses of structures measured under normal site traffic it is a main 
task to separate changes in the structural response caused by live load from changes caused 
by progressive damage. To simplify this differentiation threshold values for quantifying the 
additional mass effect are generated in the following. 

5.4.1.1 Scientific bases 

Since 2003 a permanent monitoring system has been installed on the Europabrücke – a well-
known Austrian steel bridge near Innsbruck, part of one of the main alpine north-south routes 
for urban and freight traffic. It consists of 24 measuring channels representing the main 
span’s, the pier’s and the cantilever’s accelerations, the abutment’s dilatation, wind speed and 
direction, and temperatures at several locations. The permanent monitoring system exhibits 
the remarkable loading impact (Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.), 
as the bridge is currently stressed by more than 30000 motor vehicles per day (approximately 
20% of them are freight traffic). 

 
Figure A-48. Pattern of 1st eigenfrequency for one day after compensation of temperature – strongly 

affected by traffic loading (moving additional masses). 
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According to the widely known equation 

 

 

the Eigenfrequency fi is defined as a function depending on the cross section’s bending 
stiffness EI, the structural member’s length L, the mass per meter m and the type of the 
boundary conditions (). (The utilization of the present equation without considering axial 
forces is permissible, as the acting forces in the present case are relatively small – furthermore 
probable changes of the effective axial forces are occurring in a quite short time-frame, which 
minimises their affection on the dynamic response in the course of frequency analysis.) 

From this it follows that frequency of vibration is inversely proportional to the square root of 
the mass. As live loads cause increase in effective mass this leads to decreasing frequency of 
vibration. To quantify the additional mass effect threshold values can be calculated:   

 

 

 

 

 

where  

fREF   eigenfrequency based on the structure’s dead load 

mdead load  structure’s dead load 

madd   additional mass (live load) 

fTHRESHOLD  threshold level of frequency caused by the additional mass 

 

5.4.1.2 Rule 
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Figure A-49. Block diagram of the adopted rule.  

5.4.1.3 Application 

The described method for generating thresholds for different load scenarios simplifies the 
estimation if observed variations in the trend of eigenfrequencies are related to additional 
mass due to freight traffic or rather in which range freight traffic can cause variations of 
eigenfrequencies (utilization ratio of load-bearing capacity). The additional mass can be 
accurately estimated by merging the observed traffic characteristics on the bridge with EC 
based loading models.  

In the case of the Europabrücke thresholds were generated for load model 1 based on the 
Eurocode, a traffic jam on one carriageway, a frequently observed load scenario, a lorry line on 
both carriageways, as well as several heavy loads (70 t, 180 t, 240 t and 300 t) ( Fehler! 
Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.). 

 
Figure A-50. Pattern of 1st eigenfrequency for one day with several generated threshold values. 

Particularly in the assessment of bridges with a low dead load coupled with freight traffic and a 
short span the eigenfrequencies show a certain fluctuation margin caused by the occurred 
freight traffic because the acting mass varies due to the varying traffic volume. This 
phenomenon is shown by means of the Leo-Wohleb Bridge, a three-span bridge in the course 
of a main road in the centre of Freiburg, a city in Germany. Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte 
nicht gefunden werden. represents the trend of stiffness in the range of the first 
eigenfrequency (1,869 Hz) over the whole measurement period calculated on the basis of the 
reference sensor. Threshold values for a two-lane motor car line, the crossing of a single lorry, 
a frequently observed load scenario (2 lorries, 6 motor cars), a two-line traffic jam, several 
heavy loads (70 t, 180 t, 240 t and 300 t), and the load model 1 based on the Eurocode are 
marked in the trend of eigenfrequencies. 
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Figure A-51. Trend of stiffness in terms of time over the whole measurement period at the Leo-Whole 

bridge with several generated threshold values. 

 

5.4.2 Temperature rule (contributors: of Robert Veit-Egerer, Monika Widmann, 
Dr. Helmut Wenzel) 

Very often temperature changes cause larger reactions in measured dynamic response of 
structures than any smaller damage. Not only temperature but also other environmental 
influences, such as radiation from sunshine, create changes in the structural systems which 
have to be considered to avoid wrong interpretations of the acquired dynamic response. 
Depending on the measurement period daily, seasonal or annual temperature cycles have to 
be taken into account. The main task is to isolate normal (environmental) changes in the 
dynamic response from irregularities caused by progressive damage of load bearing parts. 

5.4.2.1 Scientific Basis 

When relating the eigenfrequencies to the simultaneously measured temperature it becomes 
clear that the dynamic response of bridges very often depends on the temperature. 

 represents the correlation between the first and second eigenfrequencies of a classic 
post-tensioned concrete box girder bridge and the measured temperature. Depending 
on the temperature change between +133% and -140% of the reference temperature 
(15°C) the second eigenfrequency deviates in the range of -3.8 % and +13.5% – based 
on the reference eigenfrequency of 5.2 Hz. 
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Figure A-52. First eigenfrequency versus surface temperature (left) and second eigenfrequency versus 

deck soffit temperature (right) 

 In-situ measurements show that similar to concrete bridges steel structures are even 
more sensitive to temperature changes.  

 From the data recorded by the reference sensor of a permanent monitoring 
system at a steel bridge the trend of eigenfrequency as well as the air 
temperature pattern for a period of 18 months is presentedFehler! 
Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.. The first vertical bending 
frequency shows a characteristic trend to increasing frequencies for lower 
temperatures. According to this pattern the temperature is varying between -
16.6 °C minimum and +34.4 °C maximum temperature over the monitoring 
period causing a deviation of frequency in the range of 0.67 and 0.77 Hz. This 
means that the temperature change between +209% and -249% of the 
reference temperature (11.12°C) causes a variation of the first eigenfrequency 
between -7.8% and +6.3% - based on the reference eigenfrequency of 0.725 
Hz.  

 The complementary relation between stiffness and air temperature is obvious 
and can be interpreted as a long sinusoidal wave of the main span in the vertical 
direction.  

 
Figure A-53. Response for 18 months using threshold levels (statistical time-history with 

5/2.75/2.5/1/0.135 % probability of exceedance). 
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 According to the widely known equation 

 
 the eigenfrequency fi is defined as a function depending on the cross section’s 

bending stiffness EI, the structural member’s length L, the mass per meter m 
and the type of the boundary conditions (). The utilization of the present 
equation without considering axial forces is permissible, as the acting forces in 
the present case are relatively small – furthermore probable changes of the 
effective axial forces are occurring in a quite short time-frame, which minimises 
their affection on the dynamic response in the course of frequency analysis. 

 Temperature changes affect the dynamic response of a structure in two different ways 
because the flexural rigidity as well as the structure’s length shows distinctive 
dependence on the temperature.  

5.4.2.2 Flexural rigidity 

From the equation above it follows that the frequency of vibration of a bridge beam is 
proportional to the square-root of the moment of inertia. To describe this verified phenomenon 
mechanically, it has to be focused on the temperature dependence of the roadbed’s asphalt 
layer, as the change of steel and concrete characteristics regarding the flexural rigidity under 
varying climate conditions is negligible. Generally used temperature sensitive asphalt layers - 
with regard to their Young’s modulus – lead to a distinctive progression of the flexural rigidity. 
Due to that fact the bridge deck’s overall stiffness decreases with increasing temperature and 
vice versa (Veit-Egerer, 2007). 

 

  
Figure A-54. Progression of the asphalt layer’s flexural rigidity in dependence of its temperature. 

 

5.4.2.3 Changes in Vibration length 

Not only the flexural rigidity but also the length of a structure can change due to temperature 
changes: 
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L  length [m] 
T  coefficient of linear expansion [1/K] 

T  temperature difference [K] 

Even if concrete and steel have the same coefficient of linear expansion it has to be considered 
that steel adjusts to the ambient air temperature much faster than concrete. The frequency of 
vibration is inverse proportional to the square length.  

Numerous observations from practice have shown that the change in vibration length affects 
only structures under restraint forces whereas the affection on freely moving structures by 
temperature impact is negligible. 

 

5.4.2.4 Rule 

 
Figure A-55. Block diagram of the rule adopted.  

When comparing the frequency pattern with the temperature pattern it has to be considered 
that a time lag between the peak of eigenfrequency and the peak of temperature in the range 
of up to 3 hours is possible. An occurring time lag can depend on the structure’s material on 
the one hand and on the meteorological history before the measurement on the other hand. 
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Concerning material dependence there is a wide difference between concrete and steel. 
Concrete structures react slowly on temperature changes whereas steel structures are 
significantly sensitive to temperature impact. 

5.4.2.5 Application: Europabrücke 

The following analysis is based on investigations on the Europabrücke – a well-known Austrian 
steel bridge near Innsbruck, opened in 1963 – which is part of one of the main alpine north-
south routes for urban and freight traffic.  

To compensate the temperature effect a structural analysis model of the Europabrücke was 
merged with measurement data. For that purpose a temperature sensitive asphalt layer was 
implemented into the cross section of the model where the variation of temperature can be 
considered easily. This led to a distinctive progression of the mid span’s flexural rigidity. To 
eliminate a temperature-based stiffness path from the overall trend of eigenfrequency a curve 
in terms of frequency was derived by generating the change of the root-value of the moment 
of inertia over time. As this polynomial function is based on the occurring temperature it 
necessarily has to be linked with the particular measurement. 

 

 
Figure A-56. Pattern of 1st Eigenfrequency for one day - before and after compensation of temperature 

– Europabrücke.  

 

The obtained trend shows very clearly the remaining impact of freight traffic, which strongly 
affects the timeframe between 5 a.m. and 10 p.m., when trucks are allowed to pass the bridge 
and causes two characteristic offsets during the course of the day. It gets evident that besides 
the temperature additional masses due to freight traffic strongly affect the trend of 
eigenfrequency. 
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Figure A-57. Comparison of expected (left) and actual (right) consequences of temperature-

compensated natural frequency patterns 

 Another possibility to compensate the temperature effect is - strictly measurement 
based - via comparison between the trend of eigenfrequency and the trend of 
temperature. By relating the maxima and minima of the temperature to those of the 
eigenfrequency an equation for the compensation can be defined: 

))(();()( 0
minmax

minmax
.. TtT

TT
fftTftf iimeasuredicomptemp 




  

with  ftemp.comp. temperature compensated eigenfrequency 

 fmeasured  measured eigenfrequency 

 fmax/min  maximum/minimum of  eigenfrequency 

 Tmax/min  maximum/minimum of temperature 

 T0  reference temperature 

 

 
Figure A-58. Temperature compensation for one day – Europabrücke . 

 

5.4.2.6 Application: Colle Isarco Viaduct 

The dynamic response due to temperature influence depends on the fact if the structure is 
freely moving or if it is acting under restraint forces. In the latter case the reaction of the 
structural response does not always correspond with the behaviour described above 
(increasing temperature causes decreasing eigenfrequencies) but shows inverse reaction 
(increasing temperature causes increasing eigenfrequencies). The Colle Isarco Viaduct - part of 
the Brenner highway in the north of Italy – is an example for that kind of dynamic behaviour. 
The bridge with a total length of 1028.80 meters consists of 13 spans with varying span 
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lengths. In the main span (length = 163 m) as well as in six other spans suspended t-beams – 
all of them 45 m long - are inserted. The suspended beams are embedded into the bridge 
bearing structure via Gerber joints. The construction type of the viaduct – particularly the 
Gerber joints – results in a high sensitivity for dynamic vibrations. 

In the case of the Colle Isarco Viaduct the second bending mode of the main cantilever 
indicates with increasing eigenfrequencies when the temperature decreases, while the other 
main frequencies (the first bending mode of the main span, the main cantilever as well as that 
of the main hinged girder) respond inversely, which confirms internal conditions of constraint 
and  due to the chosen type of structure. 

 
Figure A-59. Fourth bending mode of the main structure – 2BT main cantilever – Colle Isarco Viaduct.  

 

 
Figure A-60. First and second bending mode of the main structure – 1BT main span and 1BT main 

cantilever - Colle Isarco Viaduct.  
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Figure A-61. Third bending mode of the main structure – 1BT hinged girder – Colle Isarco Viaduct.  

5.4.2.7 Final Remark – Outlook 

When compensating the temperature like described so far the possible occurring time lag 
between the registered temperature peak and the peak of eigenfrequency might cause certain 
problems in many cases. Therefore an approach following a correlation function between 
eigenfrequency and temperature - neglecting the progression over time itself - might be more 
useful. 

 
Figure A-62. Eigenfrequency depending on the temperature.  

First the eigenfrequencies’ margin of deviation caused by the temperature has to be calculated 
and classified probabilistically. Then it has to be analysed if the measured eigenfrequencies' lay 
within the determined margin. Thereby it can be evaluated if a change in eigenfrequency can 
be driven by varying temperature.  

Nevertheless every condition compensation process has necessarily to be a tailor-made one – 
depending on the observed bridge object. Basic knowledge concerning their individual 
structural response under changing temperature should be available before temperature 
compensation models are applied. 
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6.2 Codes and standards 
 DIN 1076_1999-11-01_Ingenieurbauwerke im Zuge von Straßen u Wegen 

Überwachung und Prüfung 

 DNV-OS-C401 Fabrication and Testing of Offshore Structures 

 DNV-OS-J101 Design of Offshore Wind Turbine Structures 

 DNV-OS-J101 Design of Offshore Wind Turbine Structures Section 13 In-service 
inspection, maintenance and monitoring 

 GL Wind 2005 IV-2 Guidelines for the Certification of Offshore Wind Turbines 

 GL 2007 Industrial Services Part 6 Offshore Technology 

 ISO 31000_2009-05-25_Risk management - Principles and guideline 

 ISO 19902, Fixed Stell Offshore Structures, Chapter 24 In-service inspection and 
structural integrity management. 

 NORSOK N-001 Integrity of Offshore Structures 

 NORSOK N-001 Structural Design 

 NORSOK N-002 Collection of metocean data 

 NORSOK N-003 Actions and action effects 

 NORSOK N-005 Condition Monitoring of Loadbearing Structures 

 NORSOK S-002 Working Environment 
 
 
 
 

 


